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Abstract
The rapid growth and development of the Information and Communications Technology attract many
industries including the automotive industry. Since the last four decades, the automotive engineering has
been impacted by the Information Technology. Nowadays, modern vehicles are being designed with up
to hundreds of electronic control units (ECUs) and be able to communicate with other vehicles,
infrastructure, and other things via wireless networks and sensors. For such in-vehicle networks, serial
bus systems like CAN bus, LIN bus, FlexRay, and MOST are standardized. Parallel to this, the automotive
industry vendors designed and standardized automotive open systems architecture (AUTOSAR) software
platform. AUTOSAR has two main standards - the classical platform and adaptive platform. The classical
platform (CP) is designed for the current embedded ECUs, whereas the adaptive platform (AP) is being
designed for the future intelligent ECUs. The intelligent AP ECU constitute many multi-processing
processors and Ethernet to realize the future autonomous vehicles.
On the other hand, automotive industries shall ensure “safety first” in their design and regard it as part of
their market feature. Directly or indirectly, the safety of the modern connected vehicles is related to their
cybersecurity. Today, cybersecurity professionals are conducting researches to bring remarkable solutions
to the sophisticated cyberattacks. One approach of cybersecurity solution is to make a cyber threat
modeling and attack simulations. Example, meta-attack-language (MAL) is a threat modeling and attack
simulation language, which is designed to make domain-specific threat analysis.
In this study, potential assets of an automotive vehicle with AP ECUs are identified. Then, threats of each
identified asset are collected from different literature. With both inputs, a cyber threat model is written
using MAL. Finally, validation of the model is made with a simulation language. Consequently, modern
vehicle with AP ECUs is modeled and simulated.
This study contributes four important things - list of potential assets that AP running vehicle constitutes,
collected list of threats of the identified assets, validated cyber threat model, and simulation test cases
for each potential attack paths in the model.
Keywords – vehicular cybersecurity, threat model, attack simulation, AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform

Sammanfattning
Den snabba tillväxten och utvecklingen av informations- och kommunikationstekniken lockar många
branscher, däribland bilindustrin. Sedan de senaste fyra decennierna har automotive engineering
påverkats av informationstekniken. Numera är moderna fordon utformade med upp till hundratals
elektroniska styrenheter (ECU) och kan kommunicera med andra fordon, infrastruktur och andra saker via
trådlösa nätverk och sensorer. För sådana inbyggda nätverk är seriella bussystem som CAN-buss, LIN-buss,
FlexRay och MOST standardiserade. Parallellt med detta har automotive-leverantörerna utformat och
standardiserat automatsystem för öppna systemarkitekturer (AUTOSAR). AUTOSAR har två
huvudstandarder - den klassiska plattformen och den adaptiva plattformen. Den klassiska plattformen
(CP) är utformad för nuvarande inbyggda ECU, medan den adaptiva plattformen (AP) är utformad för
framtida intelligenta ECU. Den intelligenta AP-enheten utgör många processorer och Ethernet för att
förverkliga de framtida autonoma fordonen.
Bilindustrin ska å andra sidan säkerställa "säkerhet först" i sin design och betrakta den som en del av deras
marknadsfunktion. Direkt eller indirekt är säkerheten hos moderna anslutna fordon relaterad till sin
cybersäkerhet. Idag genomför cybersecurity-proffs för att få anmärkningsvärda lösningar på de
sofistikerade cyberattackarna. Ett tillvägagångssätt för cybersecurity-lösningen är att göra en modellering
av cyberhot och attack simuleringar. Exempel, meta-attack-language (MAL) är ett hot modellerings-och
attack simuleringsspråk, som är utformat för att göra domänspecifik hotanalys.
I denna studie identifieras potentiella tillgångar i ett fordonsbil med AP-ECU. Därefter samlas hot av varje
identifierad tillgång från olika litteratur. Med båda ingångarna skrivs en cyber-hotmodell med MAL.
Slutligen görs validering av modellen med ett simuleringsspråk. Följaktligen modelleras och simuleras
moderna fordon med AP-ECU.
Denna studie bidrar till fyra viktiga saker - en lista över potentiella tillgångar som AP-körfordon utgör,
samlad lista över hot av identifierade tillgångar, validerad cyberhot-modell och simuleringsprovfall för
varje potentiell attackvägar i modellen.
Nyckelord - vehicular cybersecurity, hot modell, attack simulering, AUTOSAR Adaptiv plattform
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1. Introduction
Digitization eases the day-to-day human life and is changing the way we live. In turn, human needs and
demands of information technology (IT) solutions increased from time-to-time and that pushes the
growth of IT industry up. Today, we are observing the effect of IT on changing the economic, political, and
social aspects of the world. Because of the cause and effect relationship, the information communication
technology rapidly grows from machine-to-machine communications to the internet of things (IoT). In IoT,
everything that needs to connect will be connected. For example, in principle, in the automotive industry,
to provide flexible and fast transportation services, vehicles need to connect themselves to the IoT.
“The driving force for the digitization of the automotive industry is the electronification” [22]. This
resulted in the introduction of ECU (Electronic Control Unit) [22] [26]. ECUs are the electronic control units
that replace the mechanical components of a vehicle. Today’s automotive vehicles have up to hundreds
of ECUs [27]. Communications among each ECU is managed via standardized serial bus systems such as
controller area network (CAN), local interconnect network (LIN), FlexRay, etc. [22]. Moreover, because of
the advancement of the computing and networking industries, automotive vehicles are being connected
to the Internet. A vehicle can communicate with other vehicles (V2V), with infrastructure (V2I), with other
things (V2X), and with cloud services via dedicated short-range communications and the Ethernet
network.
The automotive industries standardize the architecture of vehicular software platform and the
communication among different automotive technologies and call it AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System
ARchitecture) [39]. In the first impression, AUTOSAR is designed to standardize the data exchange via CAN,
LIN, and FlexRay [22]. Meanwhile, because of highly automated driving, vehicle-to-X applications, and
increased connectivity demands, the AUTOSAR working group design the future of the automotive
vehicles with high processing power and connectivity requirements [23]. This realizes a new software
platform standard of the AUTOSAR called adaptive platform (AP), and classical platform (CP) for the
original one [12]. ECUs whose software platform is the AUTOSAR adaptive platform (AP) in a vehicle
communicate with each other using Ethernet networks [12]. AP also supports the legacy communication
systems (serial bus systems) to communicate with other non-AP platforms [12]. AP uses service-oriented
communication when communicating with other AP instances, whereas it makes signal-to-service and
vice versa conversions to communicate with other platform instances (CP or non-AUTOSAR) [12] [28].

P a g e 10 |
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Having said this all, in automotive industries, safety matters [5] [11]; and in connected vehicles, safety is
directly or indirectly related to the vehicular cybersecurity [5] [13]. In contrast, cyberattacks are the major
causes of safety failures [5] [13]. And thus, solutions to the cyberattacks can secure safety in the
connected vehicles. For this, many cybersecurity pieces of researche are being published. As part of it,
modeling threats1 and simulating attacks2 for vehicle cybersecurity is critically important for the
automotive industries to help them consider security requirements at design-level, and later simulate
their designs with simulating tools such as securiCAD®3.
Different studies such as [2], [3], [4], et al have been conducted on cybersecurity of CAN bus, LIN bus,
AUTOSAR, and other related areas. However, to the extent of the author’s knowledge, he didn’t get
published papers about cybersecurity of modern vehicles whose software platform is AUTOSAR AP.
In this work, the author conducted a threat modeling and attack simulations for vehicular cybersecurity,
specifically, cybersecurity of modern vehicles whose software platform is AUTOSAR AP and the
communications among ECUs within a vehicle are made via Ethernet network and other bus networks.
For this, meta-attack-language (MAL) [1] is used to model threats and Java test cases to simulate the
attacks. More specifically, the author identifies assets of the specific domain and their corresponding
threats (attacks and attack steps), makes the threat model by writing a MAL specification and generating
into Java source codes with the help of MAL compiler4, finally, simulates the attacks and validates the
model with Java test cases.

1.1. Problem statement
In cybersecurity, considering security aspects of systems and services during design is recommended.
Moreover, modern vehicle designers need to consider cybersecurity to the extent that safety-critical
issues are solved by design at the early stage. For this, with the help of the current edge technologies like
machine learning, cybersecurity professionals are designing new methods of security models.
Let’s take simple use case to describe the problem statement of this study. Consider a vehicle made up of
multiple ECUs. Each ECU is interconnected with each other by network and running different software

1

“Threat is a negative effect or undesired event. A potential occurrence often best described as an effect that might damage or
compromise an asset or objective. It may or may not be malicious in nature.” [36]
2 “Attack (or exploit) is an action is taken that uses one or more vulnerabilities to realize a threat. This could be someone following
through on a threat or exploiting a vulnerability.” [36]
3 http://www.foreseeti.com/securicad/
4 The Meta Attack Language compiler (MAL compiler) is a tool that helps network modelers to generate the corresponding Java
source code from their MAL specifications.
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platforms, say, AUTOSAR classic platform, AUTOSAR adaptive platform, or any NON-AUTOSAR. The
network among them can, possibly, be Ethernet, CAN bus, LIN bus, FlexRay, or another standard.
Networked ECUs create the internal vehicular system. In the system, there are many assets like a machine,
software, account, applications, data, information, data flows, network client, network service, etc.
Assume an attacker, by any means, gains access to one asset of the system. How many assets can she
reach from the compromised asset? What can she do in the system? What can be the proposed solution
for it? How to make the solution more general so that vendors of the automotive industry can use it in
the early design phase? And many more questions can be raised. This author is motivated to study such
cases and proposed a cybersecurity solution.

1.2. Objectives
General Objective:
Generally, this study aims at modeling the cybersecurity threats of modern vehicles whose ECUs running
an AUTOSAR adaptive platform and simulate the cybersecurity attacks.

Specific Objectives:
This study shall address the following specific objectives:
•

Study the general design of modern vehicles’ platforms and outline their domain assets

•

Identify the vulnerabilities and threats of the identified assets

•

Model the threats with Meta Attack Language (MAL)

•

Simulate the possible attacks and validate the model

1.3. Scope and delimitations
Vehicular cybersecurity is a broad concept, which cannot be covered in this thesis project. The author
considers the in-vehicle network and its components. Communications of a vehicle with the outside world
like with other vehicles, infrastructures, cloud services, etc. are not part of this work. This study
concentrated on AUTOSAR adaptive platform specific domain. It also covers the communications among
ECUs that can be AP with AP, AP with CP, and AP with non- AUTOSAR.

P a g e 12 |
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The author wants to emphasize that this study is not about finding new attacks, which should be studied
in detail by other studies. He rather identifies already studied domain threats, model them, and finally
simulate attacks with test cases.
This study covered AUTOSAR AP versions 17.10 and later 18.03. Changes in the future versions will not
affect this work product.

1.4. Contributions
This work contributes 1) list of AUTOSAR AP assets, 2) list of threats of the assets, 3) threat model,
AUTOSARLang, of modern vehicles cybersecurity, 4) Java test cases that simulate attacks and validate
the model.

1.5. Document outline
The remaining parts of the document continue with domain background (§ 2), theory (§ 3), some related
works (§ 4), methodologies used and followed during the study (§ 5), achieved results (§ 6), and the
conclusion of the work and recommendations (§ 7).

P a g e 13 |
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2. Domain Background
2.1. The Evolution of Automotive Vehicles
In the Oxford dictionary, a vehicle is defined as “a thing used for transporting people or goods, especially
on lands such as a car, lorry, or cart”5 and an electronification is defined as “conversion to or adoption of
an electronic mode of operation or production; a state resulting from this.”6 Thus, automotive vehicles
are realized because of the introduction of electronification to vehicles.
ECUs are electronic components of automotive vehicles that replace the mechanical parts to control the
electrical systems of the vehicles [24]. Individual ECUs are assigned to each component of a vehicle, for
example, the infotainment system needs its own ECU, a brake needs different ECU, an engine needs
another ECU, etc. The next question is about how to interconnect each ECU to form a full vehicle? The
answer is with the serial bus systems. Serial bus systems are a standardized communication system based
on the ISO/OSI communication model [24]. The seven layers in the OSI model mapped into three layers
namely physical layer, data link layer, and application layer [22]. Each individual layer contains some
standardized functionalities [24].
An example of serial bus systems is Controller Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnected Network (LIN),
FlexRay, etc. CAN is used as a networking standard in the automotive industry like the Ethernet in the
Internet industry. CAN uses serial data exchange among communicating ECUs. ECUs connect to the CAN
bus network to exchange messages via the CAN interface [35].
Parallel to this, automotive industries designed ECU’s software platforms that support serial bus-based
communications. Most of them were designing their own software platforms. However, today, they
together standardize an open systems software platform architecture called AUTOSAR. AUTOSAR stands
for AUTomotive Open Systems ARchitecture. In the beginning, AUTOSAR is designed to standardize the
CAN, LIN, and FlexRay based serial data exchanges [22]. Hence, it plays a big role in standardizing the
architecture of the automotive industry [22]. AUTOSAR clearly puts that the architecture has three layers
namely the basic software lower layer, the runtime environment middle layer, and the application top
layer (see figure 1).

5
6

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/vehicle
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/electronification
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Figure 1 AUTOSAR architecture [22]

2.2. AUTOSAR
ECU (Electronic Control Unit)
According to the automotive industries road map, two types of ECU namely deeply-embedded ECUs and
intelligent ECUs are considered [12]. Deeply-embedded ECUs are today’s ECUs that make an electronicsignal based communication; a software designed for such ECUs doesn’t change fundamentally
throughout vehicle’s lifetime. Whereas, intelligent ECUs are future ECUs that support highly automated
driving, which in turn introduces highly complex and computing resources demanding software in
vehicles. Besides, it must fulfill high security and integrity requirements as well. Unlike the deeplyembedded ECU, intelligent-ECUs support software update and upgrades [12].

AUTOSAR
AUTOSAR is a standardized software framework for intelligent mobility that defines the architecture of
the software part of ECUs, where vehicle manufacturers, suppliers, service providers, and companies of
automotive electronics. AUTOSAR as an automotive architecture defines five standards namely classic
platform (CP), adaptive platform (AP), foundation (FO), acceptance test for the classic platform (AT), and
an application interface (AI).

P a g e 15 |
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AUTOSAR CP
AUTSOAR CP is the current version of AUTOSAR, which is designed for deeply embedded ECUs and is
standardized to address data exchange through bus networks like CAN, LIN, and FlexRay [22]. CP supports
Ethernet networks for diagnostics purpose. However, it can’t fulfill the requirements of the intelligent
ECUs. Thus, the AUTOSAR designers task force introduces a new platform named adaptive platform [12].

AUTOSAR AP
The adaptive platform is designed to provide high-performance computing and communication, flexible
software configuration via update over-the-air (OTA), and supports features that CP provides to address
the needs of the intelligent ECUs. AP is designed to provide services such as high-automated driving, car2-x applications, support vehicular communications to cloud services (vehicle in the cloud), and increased
connectivity. The capability of technologies such as Ethernet and modern many multi processors ease the
implementation of AP. C++, service-oriented architecture (SOA), parallel processing, agility, etc. are the
driving technologies of AP among others. As a result, AP expected to make vehicles part of the Internet of
Things (IoT). While CP addresses the bus networks, AP addresses Ethernet network in vehicles.
Finally, AP doesn’t replace CP and non-AUTOSAR automotive software systems. It rather supports their
specific features to be able to communicate with them.
This study is based on the architecture and data-flow of the AUTOSAR AP. The author tried to include most
of the component of the architecture and its connectivity with other ECUs (see figure 2).

P a g e 16 |
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Figure 2 AUTOSAR AP logical view [12]

2.3. In-Vehicle Network and Communication
In future automotive vehicles, Ethernet will be part of the in-vehicle network. Hence, the in-vehicle
network can be categorized as an Ethernet network and bus network. Bus network is the general name
given to the serial bus systems such as CAN bus, LIN bus, FlexRay bus, etc. networks. Here, one can
consider two forms of modern vehicles. One, a vehicle that is fully made up of intelligent ECUs so that
each ECU is running AP platform. In this kind of vehicle, only the Ethernet network can be used to
internetwork each component. Another kind of vehicle is a vehicle that is built from both the embedded
and intelligent ECUs. This kind of vehicle has ECUs that are internetworked either with the bus or the
Ethernet network as seen in figure 3.
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Figure 3 Modern in-vehicle network of components

Automotive Ethernet Networks
Ethernet network has been used as the Internet standard for over thirty years [5] [29] [38]. In the
automotive industry, it has been merely used for diagnostics, firmware update, and in the infotainment
systems. However, future vehicles demand high-connectivity, over-the-air software updates, autonomous
drivers, and thus, Ethernet is chosen as an in-vehicle networking standard.
Automotive Ethernet is optimized in speed and physical thickness of cables to fit-in the automotive
industry [38]. Attacks on standard Ethernet can be made on automotive Ethernet as well, and thus,
requires a similar approach to bring a cybersecurity solution.

Service oriented communication
In AUTOSAR AP, a communication between a client and a service is service-oriented-architecture based
[12] [28]. A service can be provided by an application to other applications or by the platform to
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applications (in the same machine). In these cases, communication management (CM) of the AP manages
the protocol-independent communication among the clients and services [12]. Here is how:
A service provider application registers its service in a service registry. A client application discovers a
service from the registry (see figure 4).

Figure 4 Communication management: how service-oriented architecture works

Application developers use the CM interface called (language-binding) to implement their application. A
CM provides an interface to the underlying network called network-binding, which focuses on how
service’s data managed across a network (see figure 3). [12]

Figure 5 CM: Service request from local machine and remote machine

Applications can also use another communication stack called RESTful, which is an HTTP/JSON format of
data exchange between service and a client. In AUTOSAR AP, clients are applications, and service providers
are applications. [12]
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3. Theory
3.1. Cybersecurity and modeling
Cybersecurity is a broad field of study about securing any digital data against cyberattacks. By the term
cyber means any electronic communication made by information technologies in the virtual reality7. Any
attack against any digital data, device, or communication made is called a cyberattack8. Today,
cyberattacks are dynamically destructing any digital dependent social, economic, and political affairs.
Cybersecurity specialists have come up with solutions to the attacks by protecting any data from
disclosure, change, lost, repudiation, unavailability, etc.
One way to ensure cybersecurity solutions is to make a threat modeling among others. For example,
STRIDE [9] is used to make a threat analysis and modeling. As discussed in [9] STRIDE is an abbreviation
stand for Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of
privilege. And, threat modelers use STRIDE to assess each asset of the specific domain. Each STRIDE threat
violates authentication, integrity, non-repudiation, confidentiality, availability, and authorization
respectively. In STRIDE, a process is a victim of all threats; data stores and data flows are victims of
tempering, information disclosure, and denial of service; and other victims of spoofing are external
entities and people. Cybersecurity specialist can take STRIDE approach to analyses to identify potential
attacks of an asset. [9]
Another approach is what this study is followed: a cybersecurity specialist can take a specific-domain and
identify its core assets, then collect threats of the identified assets (may go beyond the STRIDE approach),
and finally model the threat model of the specific domain.
How to write the threat model is another question that needs a vigilant answer. And, § 3.2 will discuss it.

3.2. The Meta Attack Language (MAL)
Meta Attack Language (MAL) is a domain-specific language which enables network security analysts to
model their network infrastructure aiming to identify weaknesses that can be used as entry points for
adversaries [1]. MAL uses MAL compiler to compile the MAL specification and generate the corresponding

7
8

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/cyber
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/cyberattack
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Java source code from their MAL specifications. MAL is mainly used to write a threat modeling for a
specific domain of interest. It consists of:
•

Asset definition

•

Attack steps on assets

•

Defense mechanisms on assets

•

Associations between assets

To discuss what MAL exactly do, let’s use the following scenario. A computer has an operating system and
data. And, the operating system can read, write, or delete data. Here, an operating system is an asset
(asset OperatingSystem). It can be attacked by malware, which can be defended by an antimalware. Data
is also an asset. It can be read, written, or deleted. These operations on data are attack steps to it. In
addition to this, an operating system is a system category, whereas a data is a communication category
of the computer specific domain.
MAL takes the above scenario as input, and rewrites and models in its own way (see table 2). But, before
that, let’s see how MAL syntax (code structure) looks like (see table 1).
category CategoryName {
asset AssetName1{
| attackStep1
-> attack1
| attackStep2
-> attack1,
attack2
& attack1
-> attack3
# defense1
-> attack1
}
asset AssetName2{
E firewallExists
<- firewall
-> gatewayBypassFirewall
3 firewallDoesNotExist
<- firewall
-> gatewayNoFirewall
}
}
Table 1 MAL specification syntax with example
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The piece of code above in table 1 defines two assets of the same category. The first asset has two OR
attack steps, one AND attack step, and one defense9 step. The second asset has two special conditional
attack steps which will be explained in table 3.
category System {
asset OperatingSystem{
& malware
-> data.read,
data.write,
data.delete
# antimalware
-> malware
}
}
Category Communication {
asset Data {
| read
| write
-> read,
-> delete
| delete
}
}
associations {
OperatingSystem [os] 0-1 <--ProcessingData--> * [data] Data
}
Table 2 MAL Specification of example scenario

In this MAL specification (table 2), two assets of a different category are written/modeled. One that can
write a data can also read and delete it. Thus, in MAL, we can say that a “write” attack step is used to
reach read and delete attack steps on data asset.
Lastly, associations are relationships between two assets, in this case (table 2), between the data and
operating system. The [os] and [data] ends are the roles of each asset. The numbers 0-1 and * represents
the multiplicity of each asset in the association and read as zero or one (0-1) operating system can
associate with many (*) data. As seen in the MAL specification, attack path is created because of the
association. For example, an attacker, who installs a malware can write a data: OperatingSystem.malware
-> Data.write -> Data.read and Data.delete.

9

“Defense (or countermeasure) addresses a vulnerability to reduce the probability of an attack or the impact of a threat. They
do not directly address threats; instead, they address the factors that define the threats.” [16]
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It is important to note that special symbols such as |, &, #, etc. are explained in table 3; and keywords like
category, asset, etc. are discussed in the keywords section.
Symbol Meaning

Description

|

OR

An OR attack step A can be reached if any of the attack steps which refers to A
is reached.

&

AND

An AND attack step A can be reached only if all the attack steps which refer to A
are reached.

#

defense

A defense step represents the countermeasure of an attack step (e.g.,
passwordBruteForce attack step can be defended by twoFactorAuthentications
defense step). While declaring an asset, it is possible to either enable or disable
a defense step by setting the defense step to either TRUE or FALSE.

E

existence

This symbol is used when the existence of a connected/associated asset must be
checked. It acts like a defense but the boolean value is automatically assigned
based on the existence of the asset.

3

nonexistence

It is the same as above but this time a check for non-existence is being made (i.e.
when the associated asset does not exist, the boolean value will be true).

//

comment

Used to write comment in a MAL specification.
Table 3 MAL Special Characters

Keywords
MAL, like other languages, has its own keywords. The following are commonly used keywords in writing
MAL specification.
•

Category: is like a package in Java. There are five categories in coreLang and AUTOSARLang
namely, system, network, communication, security, and people (see § 3.4).

•

Asset: is like a class in Java. An asset could represent a physical object (e.g., a network router) or
a logical object (e.g., Credentials, or a Network Service). Each asset has one or more attack and
defense steps. When the MAL compiler generates the Java code from the MAL specifications, an
asset is translated into a Java class.

•

AbstractAsset: is similar to an asset, however, it refers to an asset which need not have a class,
but its properties are inherited by its children. So, in Java generated code, an abstract asset will
not have a class, and its properties are included in each child asset.
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•

Extends: is an inheritance keyword. A child asset can inherit attack steps, defense steps, and
associations from a parent asset. Thus, extends keyword is used to indicate inheritance between
two assets.

•

Info: This keyword is used in MAL to provide information for users (not MAL writers) about the
asset and/or the associated attack step and defense mechanism.

•

Rationale: This keyword is used by developers of MAL specification. It tells MAL writers why the
attack step is used and other related information.

MAL coding standard
MAL specification follows Java-like coding standard, which is a camel case (formally known as medial
capitals) [1]. Usually, an asset name starts with a capital letter (e.g., asset Network, asset
OperatingSystem).
Names of attacks and attack steps follow the same naming standard as an asset, except that their names
start with lower case letter (e.g., | denialOfService, | access).
In summary, MAL is a meta-language like other programming languages with its compiler and used to
write a threat model of specific-domain interest.

3.3. MAL compiler
MAL compiler10 is generally assumed a general-purpose compiler, which can take MAL specification as
input and generate into threat modeler specific language, maybe, Java, C++, C#, or another at least in
principle. However, in the current version, the MAL specification generates Java corresponding source
codes of the MAL specification. For more information about how the complier works and conversion of
codes from MAL to Java takes place, one can look at the source code10.
Based on the generated Java source code of the MAL specification, the threat modeler can write any Java
test case to simulate the possible attack on the associated assets. The Java source code also is compiled
against the MAL specification Java source code by the MAL complier. The compiler has its own way of
attack time measurements of each attack steps as discussed in [1].

10

https://github.com/pontusj101/MAL
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3.4. CoreLang
CoreLang11 is one example threat model language developed with MAL specification, which was a good
guide example of this study. It is about a general-purpose cybersecurity threat model of computing
institution. It doesn’t specifically, say, for example, model vehicular cybersecurity, or any other specific
thing. Despite this, this language can be used as a library of packages and classes in Java. CoreLang includes
the core assets, and these core assets, in turn, contain the core attack steps and defenses. CoreLang can
be extended by any threat modeler when needed. As a result, it is a little bit modified and reorganized
and used in this study. Figure 6 shows the coreLang assets and the associations among them.

Figure 6 CoreLang assets and their association UML class diagram

11

https://github.com/pontusj101/coreLang
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CoreLang Associations
As seen in figure 6, associations among assets create attack paths among the assets. Here is where attack
simulation language also comes to mind. As the compiled form of the coreLang, which is developed based
on MAL specification is generated into Java code in the current version, attack simulation language is a
must to write it in Java. Hence, coreLang has its own Java written test cases, which the author cannot
discuss them, here, in this study.

Commonly used attack steps in coreLang
To give some hints about the attack steps used in the coreLang, it is easier to mention some of them as
follows.
• connect: An attacker is connected to the asset.
• _[assetName]Connect: This attack step is defined in a parent asset so as to be used by its children

assets. It has similar meaning with connect.
• authenticate: The attacker has credentials of any given account, and as a result can get

authenticated access (legitimate access).
• authenticatedAccess: An attacker gains an access through legitimate authentication, see also

authenticate attack step.
• bypassAccessControl: An attacker may not have credentials of any account in the system and

doesn’t be authenticated, however, gets an access.
• access: Once an attacker connected to the asset, she can get an access either after bypassed an

access control or authenticated.
• _[assetName]Access: This attack step is defined in a parent asset so as to be used by its children

assets. It has similar meaning with access.
The above-mentioned attack steps are assumed by the coreLang developers that most of specific-domain
cybersecurity threat models can constitute at least these commonly used attack steps. When a modeler
encounters such attack steps, it is recommended to inherit the coreLang assets than reinventing the
wheel. As recommended, this study inherits the coreLang assets with their attack steps, attacks, defense
mechanisms, and associations.
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4. Related works
To discuss some related works, let’s consider two different approaches.
The first approach, the methodologies, Technologies, and base theories used in the study. In this regard,
some master’s theses such as vehicleLang12 [33], AWSLang13, and AzureLang14 were done with the same
approach. Specifically, AUTOSARLang15 (this work) used some parts of the work of the vehicleLang as
symbolized in a purple color in § 5.2. However, the vehicleLang is about the current vehicles that are made
up of embedded ECUs and current in-vehicle networks such as CAN bus, LIN bus, FlexRay, etc. Whereas,
the AUTOSARLang is about the modern future automotive vehicles that will be made up of intelligent
ECUs and AP platform and connected to Ethernet networks.
The second approach is the specific domain being studies, which is AUTOSAR. Generally, master’s theses
and other research papers such as [30], [31], [32], et al made research on AUTOSAR security in a different
way. However, none of them was about the AUTOSAR AP. Thus, this work is one of the youngest threat
modeling and attack simulation of the future modern automotive, and maybe, Autonomous vehicles that
are based on AUTOSAR AP and Ethernet network.

12

https://github.com/pontusj101/vehicleLang
https://github.com/pontusj101/awnLang
14 https://github.com/pontusj101/azureLang
13
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5. Methodologies
In the first impression, the author had to decide how to proceed with the threat modeling. As mentioned
in § 4, some related works followed different approaches. To mention, some approaches like in [9], it first
identifies security policy management like authentication, authorization, confidentiality, integrity, nonrepudiation, and auditing. Then, the identified assets are examined against the security policies. Other
papers like [2] [3] [4] also followed other different approaches to make a threat modeling specifically and
cybersecurity solution generally.
In this study, the AUTOSAR adaptive platform is chosen as the specific domain for the threat modeling
and attack simulation, because, no threat analysis is had been made so far in this domain. In addition to
this, this domain is one of the growing standard platforms that automotive industries are joining and
contributing to it. Lastly, it is the most vulnerable area of the IoT world. Having this domain under
consideration, the author didn’t get a chance to choose among different methods. This is because of two
reasons; one, it was not easy to get tools and a supervisor that could help any method than this study
followed; two, it has a pretty good approach in making the threat modeling and analysis as seen in Figure
7.
Accordingly, the first and foremost task was to conduct literature reviews to acquire a domain-specific
understanding of the vehicular cybersecurity standards, architectures, and technologies. Following this, it
was decided to model and simulate an AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform (AP) specific domain. Finally, it was
planned to identify and define the possible assets of the AP. In parallel to this, it was studied the modeling
language (MAL specification writing, securiCAD®, and SecuriLang) that is used to model the cybersecurity
attack.
The study used an agile methodology. Each cycle/phase was accomplished within two weeks. In each
cycle, there was, planning what to do for the next two weeks, identify other attacks, describe each attack
and its corresponding defense mechanisms, write a MAL specification, write a test case, and document
every piece of procedures followed and outputs.
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Asset List
•Identify possible
assets of
AUTOSAR AP
specific-domain.

Attack List
•Collect potential
threats and their
countermeasure
of each identified
assets.

Threat Model
•Make a threat
model with MAL
specification.

Attack Simulation
•Validate the
threat model with
test cases, and
make attack
simulation.

Figure 7 Steps followed in the study methods

5.1. For the Domain Survey
Understanding the specific domain was the prioritized task of the study. Thus, domain survey started from
understanding the overall concept of AUTOSAR. To specialize the specific domain, the author studied
literature such as AUTOSAR release documentation such as [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], et al and papers [2], [3], [4], [7], et al to get specific domain understanding. Starting from the
AUTOSAR top-level concept through the classic platform then to the adaptive platform are studied in
detail. Finally, the author decided to model the adaptive platform. Next steps, it was about to understand
that platform in detail, especially, how data communication is managed in a vehicle running varieties of
platforms including the AP. The work product of this step was an asset list document. This step helped the
author to proceed with next other steps.

5.2. For the Assets Identifications and Collecting Threats
Making a domain survey to understand the specific domain was the most important input for this step.
To identify the potential assets of the specific-domain, the author reviewed the logical architecture of a
vehicle with internetworked ECUs whose software platform is AP. With the architecture, it was easy to
understand how data is exchanged and communication among assets takes place. Finally, a document
that contains a list of assets were prepared.
Like in the coreLang, identified assets were assigned to one of the five categories namely system,
communication, security, network, and people. Any asset can be categorized in either of the above five
categories. This categorization simplifies the complexity of the domain under investigation.
Having a list of assets was not enough to make a threat modeling work. Hence, the author gave much time
to explore and collect potential threats of each identified assets. In this regard, the author took an asset,
then repeatedly reviewed literature for its potential threats (attacks and attack steps). Finally, a list of
attacks for each asset was collected (see appendix B).
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In this study, a list of assets, their attacks, and defense mechanisms are considered as input for the threat
modeling. As it is described in [37] there are two types of data sources: primary data and secondary data.
Primary data are directly gathered by the author from people. Whereas secondary data are collected from
different resources like journals, papers, documentation, and other literature.
The author used more secondary data from the AUTOSAR AP documentations [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], et al. The author identified a list of assets from the public documentation of
AUTOSAR AP (see figure 2). However, as AP is a new platform, the author couldn’t get papers about
security attacks and their countermeasures easily. Despite this, the author used the data flow inside the
AP architecture and some commonly known attacks, for example, how an attacker with full access to a
given asset can reach another asset by using the connection between them as attack step?
The attack list document is the work product of this step (see Appendix B).

5.3. For the Threat Modeling
Threat modeling in this study means writing the MAL specification of the specific domain. A document
constituting assets and their threats used as input to this step. With the Meta-Attack Language (MAL), a
MAL specification of the specific domain was written. Whereby, with the help of MAL compiler, a Java
source code was generated. This step was repeatedly done in relation to the above step (§ 5.2). Any
change in the attack list document resulted in a change of the MAL specification. The work product of this
step was full MAL specification, in short, the threat model of the specific domain, AP.

5.4. For the Attack Simulation and Model Validation
An already prepared MAL specification needs to be validated using test cases. As the MAL specification
was compiled to Java source codes, writing test cases in Java was an option less way of validating the
model. In this step, not only validating the MAL specification, validating the model was done by simulating
the possible attacks that could be made on the networked assets.
Assets are networked via their associations. As a result, any attack made on one asset can propagate to
other connected assets. The connecting link can be an attack or an attack step. Having this, the test cases
were written to simulate every attack path that can be formed in the assets’ communications. The result
of this step can affect the MAL specification to be reviewed. Finally, the work product of this step was a
validated MAL specification (threat model) and list of test cases. This step is the second part of the study.
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5.5. For the Usage of the CoreLang
CoreLang is designed for a general-purpose threat modeling and simulation works. MAL writers can use
coreLang as a library. In this study, the author took it and customized to have assets such as Machine,
Software, Data, Information, Dataflow, Account, User, CryptographicKey, Vulnerability, Credentials,
EncryptedData, AuthenticationService, Router, Network, NetworkClient, NetworkService, Service, and
Client.
While using the coreLang assets (see § 3.4), this study reduces the number of assets from 24 to 18. This is
because most of the attacks in coreLang assets are cascaded into a child asset. For example, here in this
study, a machine is considered as a root-level parent asset, whereas in the coreLang, a machine inherits
the properties of SoftMachine, VulnMachine, and AuthMachine. The parent assets of the machine asset
are not required for the vehicular threat modeling. But, the attacks in each parent occur in the vehicular
cyber too. Therefore, the author concatenates the attacks into a machine asset and make it a root parent
asset in the model.
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6. Result
As discussed in the above sections, in this work, the AUTOSAR adaptive platform (AP) is considered as a
specific domain of the study. Hence, potential assets were identified from the logical architecture of the
AP (see figure 2) and from the in-vehicle internetworking of ECUs. Additionally, coreLang assets were
included in this work. Then, a list of assets was prepared and verified. Next to that potential threat of each
identified asset were collected from the different literature. The assets and their threats were used to
create the threat model. Finally, with Java-based test cases, the model was simulated and validated.
This section is written based on the AUTOSARLang15 MAL specification (a threat model written with MAL),
the attack list table in Appendix B, and the attack simulator test cases found with the MAL specification
and described in Appendix C.

6.1. Anatomy of AUTOSAR AP and List of Asset
In this step, the author studied the structure and components of the logical architecture of the AUTOSAR
adaptive platform (also known as AUTOSAR AP anatomy as seen in figure 2 and figure 8) and the
connections among each running AP instances in a vehicle (see figure 8). Then, from the anatomy,
identification of core assets was done.

Figure 8 Future modern automotive vehicle with intelligent ECUs execute AP

Based on the scope of the study, in this model, there are five differently emphasized set of assets. For
simplicity, the author named them as blue, green, yellow, purple, and red (see figure 9).

15

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang
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The blue assets are those that are directly taken from the coreLang (§ 3.4) and represents a generalpurpose machine. As seen in figure 9 these assets are Machine, Software, Data, Information, Dataflow,
Account, User, CryptographicKey, Vulnerability, Credentials, EncryptedData, AuthenticationService,
Router, Network, NetworkClient, NetworkService, Service, and Client.
The green assets are those that are given much emphasis in the study such as operating system, execution
management, adaptive platform, functional cluster, IAM, CryptoStack, REST, communication
management, ARA, user applications, manifest, and Ethernet networks as seen in figure 9.
The yellow assets, as seen in figure 9, are those which are included in the study but not deeply analyzed
such as the bus network and vehicular network. The yellow property of the vehicular network asset is
because of its child, the bus network.
The purple assets are those that are taken from vehicleLang [33] and modified to fit the specific domain,
AP. As seen in figure 9 assets such as ECU and Firmware are part of this type.
Finally, the red assets are those which are ignored in this study such as state management, diagnostics,
network management, update and configuration management, platform health management, logging and
tracing, CAN bus network, LIN bus network, FlexRay network, gateway, etc. These assets are not included
in figure 9.
In addition to this, as learned from the coreLang (§ 3.4), the author used five different categories of assets.
These are a system, communication, security, network, and people. Each identified asset is assigned to
one of the categories. With this approach, the author identifies possible AP assets as seen in figure 9. And,
therefore, the author wants to recommend readers to focus on the report accordingly.
As seen in figure 9, the assets are grouped into five different categories. These are:
•

System categories – machine, software, adaptive machine, adaptive platform, ECU, ARA, AA, User
app, AA, APS, Functional cluster, etc.

•

Security category – IAM, Manifest, CryptoStack, vulnerability, credentials, etc.

•

Communication category – data, data flow, information, persistent data, etc.

•

Network category – network, vehicle network, Ethernet network, etc.

•

People category – user.

For detailed functional description of each asset, please refer to Appendix A.
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Figure 9 AUTOSARLang list of assets and their inheritance relationship

List of assets and their associations
Associations are important in threat modeling to show attack paths. An asset A associated with asset B
means an attack or attack step in asset A leads to an attack or attack step in asset B and/or vice versa.
Attackers can use the attack or attack step in asset A to reach the attack or attack step in B, and so on.
Figure 10 shows the complete set of assets and their associations. In this figure, the background color of
each asset represents its category, and hence, blue-black represents for the system, blue for the
communication, green for the security, dark green for the networking, and light purple for people
category. Since most of the multiplicity of each association is many (*), the author shows only those with
0-1 and 1. The reader should read an association as many to many unless otherwise clearly put a number.
For example, the association between asset UserApp and asset FuncCluster in the diagram can be read as
many user applications can access many functional cluster services or functionalities and vice versa.
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Another example, asset ARA with asset FuncCluster: either zero or one ARA is ready for many functional
cluster interfaces and implies 0-1 to * associations.

Figure 10 AUTOSARLang list of assets and their associations

6.2. Threat taxonomy (collection of attacks and attack steps)
In this section, potential threats of each identified assets are discussed in detail. For more detailed attack
list of the model, please refer to the Appendix B. This section does not discuss assets taken from the
coreLang (see § 3.4). In addition to this, attack steps of an asset inherited from its parent assets are
discussed once in the parent asset and will not be described in the child asset.
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Asset 1) Adaptive Machine (AM)
Adaptive machine asset inherits the attacks, attack steps, and associations of the Machine asset (see §
3.4), and has the following additional attacks and attack steps:
A 1.1. Connect
A 1.2. Authenticate
A 1.3. Bypass access control
A 1.4. Access
A 1.5. Denial of service
Threats (A 1.1 – A 1.3) are inherited from the Machine asset of the coreLang. Attackers can connect (A
1.1) to an adaptive machine, thus, can authenticate (A 1.2) themselves, compromise accounts, and exploit
vulnerabilities. To get access (A 1.4) to the adaptive machine, attackers must either authenticate (A 1.2)
themselves as legitimate users or bypass access control (A 1.3).
Once, attackers gain access (A 1.4) to the AM, they can make other attacks such as the denial of service
(A 1.2) on it, connect to the adaptive platform (asset 2), request access to data, and exploit access
vulnerability in the machine.
With the associations among assets, attackers can jump from one attack step of an asset to other attack
steps of another asset to reach their interested asset in the specific domain.

Asset 2) Adaptive Platform (AP)
Adaptive platform inherits the attacks, attack steps, and associations of the adaptive machine (asset 1).
In this asset, access attack step is overridden.
A 2.1. Access
Gaining access (A 2.1) to this asset can lead attackers to connect (A 1.1) to the adaptive machine.

Asset 3) User Application
User application inherits the attacks, attack steps, and associations of the adaptive platform (asset 2).
Additional attacks and attack steps of this asset are:
A 3.1. Compromise
A 3.2. Launch
A 3.3. Access
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A 3.4. Shutdown
A 3.5. Denial of service
User apps are the most vulnerable components of the domain [15]. As a result, applications can be
compromised easily, maybe, by phishing attacks and other social engineering attacks, which is not in the
scope of this study. By compromising (A 3.1) the application or launching (A 3.1) it from the execution
management (asset 7) can lead attackers to get access (A 3.3) to it; remembering that user applications
can be launched from execution management [18].
Having access to the user application helps attackers to make denial of service attack (A 3.5) on it, to
request access to data, to request access to any functional cluster functionality or service, to access
functional cluster interfaces in the ARA, and gain access to services of other user applications.
An attacker in the execution management can shutdown (A 3.4) the running user application and make
denial of service (A 3.5) attack on the application. Making user application unavailable leads to denial of
service (A 3.5) to the service it provides and denies access to its own data.

Asset 4) ARA
The runtime environment between user applications and the lower layer functional cluster inherits the
attacks, attack steps, and associations of the adaptive platform (asset 2) and has the following additional
attacks and attack steps.
A 4.1. Access
A 4.2. Compromise
A 4.3. Information leak
A 4.4. Message injection
A 4.5. Denial of service
Get access (A 4.1) to ARA means to get access to at least one interface of the lower layer platform-level
applications. This attack step is used by the upper layer, user application (asset 3). Thus, attackers who
have access (A 4.1) to any functional cluster interface in the ARA can deny service (A 4.5) that the interface
provides. An attacker can compromise (A 4.2) the runtime environment itself, which leads to information
leakage (A 4.3) in the communication and messages injections (A 4.4) during communication [15] [17].
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Consequently, attackers can read information by leaking information (A 4.3), write data by injecting
messages (A 4.4), and deny services provided by the platform applications and user applications by making
a denial of service attack (A 4.5) on the public interfaces in the ARA.

Asset 5) Functional Cluster (FC)
FC is an abstract asset that represents the lower layer and contains platform-level applications such as
platform foundations and services. It inherits the attacks, attack steps, and associations of the adaptive
platform (asset 2) and has the following additional attacks and attack steps.
A 5.1. Launch
A 5.2. Shutdown
A 5.3. Access
A 5.4. Request access
A 5.5. Circumvent PEP (Policy Enforcement Point)
Any platform-level application except the operating system and execution management is launched by
the execution management [12] [18]. Launching (A 5.1) a platform app leads attackers to get access (A
5.3) to the app, and shutdown (A 5.3) the app leads attackers to denial of service attack on the app.
User applications request access (A 5.4) to the platform-level applications via their corresponding public
interfaces in ARA.

Asset 6) Operating System (OS)
In addition to the inherited attacks, attack steps, and associations, OS has the following attacks and
attack steps.
A 6.1. Access
A 6.2. Malware
A 6.3. Denial of service
A 6.4. Data injection
A 6.5. Information leak
A 6.6. Memory corruption
Attackers gain access (A 6.1) to the operating system can make denial of service (A 6.3), data injection (A
6.4) on the running processes, memory corruption (A 6.6) by the running program, install malware
program (A 6.2), and exploit vulnerabilities of the OS.
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A malware (A 6.2) program can be injected into the OS. A malware is a general term for computer viruses,
worms, trojan horses, spyware, adware, most rootkits, and other malicious programs [5]. A malware
program in the OS can compromise accounts, read and write data, deny access to data, corrupt the
memory (A 6.6), bypass access control, and deny services (A 6.3) in the OS. Malware can be protected by
antimalware,

whereby

companies

can

utilize

it

to

the

extent

of

the

distribution

ExponentialDistribution(2.0) [1].
Attackers can perform denial of service (A 6.3) attack on the OS by flooding services, exhausting resources,
requesting network access, etc. [15]. DoS attack in OS implies no legitimate process can run, which in turn
causes a denial of services on the platform and user application. It also causes a denial of service attack in
the executor ECU and the data processed by the OS.
A processed data of a process can be injected (A 6.4) into another process's data, or from one thread to
other thread of the same process. Information leak (A 6.5) also happens the same way between processing
data.
Lastly, a memory corruption (A 6.6) can happen by unhandled codes and causes information leak (A 6.5),
denial of service (A 4.3), data injection (A 6.4), and compromise of accounts. Any memory corruption in
AP can be protected with protected runtime environment [6].

Asset 7) Execution Management (EM)
EM inherits attacks, attack steps, and associations of the adaptive platform asset (asset 2), indirectly
through the adaptive platform foundation asset. In this asset, the following additional attacks and attack
steps were collected.
A 7.1. Access
A 7.2. Circumvent state transition
Attackers, who have access (A 7.1) to the execution management can launch and shutdown user and
platform applications. They can also circumvent the state transition (A 7.2), which is managed by both
state management and the execution management [12] [18].
Execution Management performs the state transitions (A 7.2) and controls the actual set of running
processes depending on the current states [1]. That, in turn, can deny services to both the user and
platform applications by injecting the state of their processes.
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Asset 8) Identity and Access Management (IAM)
Identity and access management is one of the foundations of the AP, which provides authentication
services to applications. And, it has the following threats.
A 8.1. Access
A 8.2. Denial of service
A 8.3. Circumvent Policy Decision Point (PDP)
A 8.4. Request authentication
IAM authenticates access requests to platform foundations and services. IAM uses application and service
manifests to authenticate requests using its component called policy decision point (PDP). Thus, attackers
having access (A 8.1) to the IAM can read service access requirement policy and a requesting application
capability, circumvent the PDP (A 8.3), and make a denial of service (A 8.2) to the IAM itself.
Making a denial of service (A 8.2) attack on the IAM, in turn, denies platform services and data to the
clients. By circumventing the PDP (A 8.3), attackers can bypass access control to the protected functional
cluster or make a data access request while not permitted. Finally, IAM has request authentication (A 8.4)
attack step that can be called by platform applications to authentication requests.

Asset 9) CryptoStack
In communicating networked nodes, cryptography provides a scientific way of securing data flows. In AP,
CryptoStack as a framework did that. It has the following attacks and attack steps.
A 9.1. Access
A 9.2. Denial of service
A 9.3. Circumvent crypto service
A 9.4. Circumvent Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)
Getting access (A 9.1) to the CryptoStack means attackers can read cryptographic keys, make a denial of
service attack (A 9.2) on the CryptoStack, circumvent the crypto service manager (A 9.3), thus, it cannot
encrypt or decrypt contents, circumvent the PEP like the other functional cluster services to bypass
authentication requests of the CryptoStack framework, and make an authentication request to the IAM.
Making denial of service attack (A 9.2) on the CryptoStack can deny encryption and decryption of any
encrypted data or persistent data of the user applications.
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Circumventing the crypt service manager (A 9.3) leads to denial of service (A 9.2) attacks on the asset
itself, and read and write any encrypted data. Finally, by circumventing the PEP (A 9.4) attackers can
bypass the authentication requests or reject permitted requests. As a result, they can either make an
access request or denial of access to the persistent data.

Asset 10) Communication Management (CM)
CM handles network services request and replies with a service-oriented architecture model acting like
both network services and clients. As a result, it has the following threats.
A 10.1. Access
A 10.2. Denial of service
Attackers, who get access (A 10.1) to the communication management can make data flow request and
response, and denial of service on the communication management by making too much data flow
requests. Making a denial of service attack on the communication management, in turn, makes denial of
service attack on data flow.
Asset RESTful web API like communication management has the same kind of attacks and attack steps
and are explained the same way as CM threats do.

Asset 11) Adaptive Application (AA)
Adaptive application inherits the attacks, attack steps, and associations of the user application (asset 3).
It is an instance of a user application. Here, adaptive applications are user application that can dynamically
fit the adaptive platform. As a result, it has the following additional attacks and attack steps:
A 11.1. Access
A 11.2. Request service
A 11.3. Provide illegitimate service
Attackers love adaptive applications because AAs are cloud applications that every developer can develop
and put them on the cloud like Android applications [15]. Say, an attacker can develop her own AA to
provide illegitimate service (A 11.3). She can make access requests to communication management and
application manifests, and denial of service attack to the legitimate services.

Asset 12) Vehicle Network
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In this study, vehicle network refers to the in-vehicle network of modern cars. A vehicle network is a
general term for the Ethernet and bus networks in a vehicle. This asset inherits the attacks, attack steps,
and associations of the network asset in the coreLang (see § 3.4) has the following additional threats:
A 12.1. Physical access
A 12.2. Access
A 12.3. Denial of service
A 12.4. Traffic injection
A 12.5. Eavesdrop
Attackers who get physical access (A 12.1) to the in-vehicle network can make a denial of service (A 12.3)
in the network, eavesdrop (A 12.5) the communication made through the network, and get access (A 12.2)
to it.
Getting access to the in-vehicle network means the attacker can still make a denial of service attack (A
12.3) on the network, message injection (A 12.4), connect to the networked ECUS, message forwarding in
the router, and connect to network services.
This asset is inherited by both the Ethernet network (asset 13) and bus network (asset 14).

Asset 13) Ethernet Network
Ethernet network has the following attacks and attack steps.
A 13.1. Physical access
A 13.2. Unauthorized network expansion
A 13.3. Access
A 13.4. Denial of service
A 13.5. Eavesdrop
A 13.6. Session hijacking
A 13.7. Reply
A 13.8. DHCP spoofing
A 13.9. ARP cache poisoning
A 13.10. MAC spoofing
A 13.11. Impersonation
A 13.12. Reset switch password
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A 13.13. Switch access
A 13.14. Overwrite switch MAC table
A 13.15. MAC flooding
A 13.16. Shutdown
A 13.17. Man-in-the-middle
A 13.18. Traffic injection
An attacker, who gets physical access (A 13.1) to the Ethernet network can make unauthorized network
expansion (A 13.2), possibly, by putting her own network device. If she gets access (A 13.3) to the network,
she can submit packets on the network. If the attacker is connected to the Ethernet network via an
Ethernet switch, she can reset switch password (A 13.12). Finally, she can make a denial of service (A 13.4)
attack on the network.
Unauthorized expansion of Ethernet network can make the attacker in the middle (A 13.17). However, it
can be protected by limiting new MAC address allocation in the network.
Once, access (A 13.3) to the Ethernet network is gained, attacker can make a denial of service (A 13.4)
attack, inject traffic (A 13.18), make an ARP cache poisoning (A 13.9), MAC spoofing (A 13.10), DHCP
spoofing (A 13.8), MAC flooding (A 13.15) in the network and networked devices. In addition to this, she
can connect to connected ECUs, make packet forwarding to a router, and connect to a network service.
Other attacks,
•

A denial of service (A 13.4) on an Ethernet network can lead to denial of service on data flows.

•

Eavesdropping (A 13.5) communication on Ethernet can lead to the eavesdrop of data flows,
session hijacking (A 13.6), and reply (A 13.7) attack.

•

Session hijacking (A 13.6): Ethernet is a stateless protocol, but many higher-level protocols create
a session. Once a session is set up, it is often assumed a trusted and no further traffic verification
is made [7]. Both session hijacking (A 13.6) and reply (A 13.7) attacks can lead the attacker to
impersonation (A 13.11) attack.

•

DHCP spoofing (A 13.8), ARP cache poisoning (A 13.9), MAC spoofing (A 13.10), and impersonation
(A 13.11) are attack steps to man-in-middle-attack (A 13.17).

•

An attacker can make switch password reset (A 13.12) to get access to it (A 13.13).

•

With MAC flooding, an attacker can make eavesdropping (A 13.5) and denial of service (A 13.4)
attack on the Ethernet network.
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•

Attackers can inject traffic (A 13.18) to make denial of service (A 13.4) attack on packets.

•

By shutting down (A 13.16) the network, denial of service (A 13.4) attack can be launched on the
network.

•

Getting switch access (A 13.13), an attacker can reset its password (A 13.12), overwrite its MAC
table (A 13.14), make denial of service (A 13.4), and connect to the connected ECUs.

•

By overwriting the MAC table (A 13.14), an attacker can make MAC flooding (A 13.15).

Defense mechanisms
•

Secure Address Resolution Protocol (SARP) for the ARP cache poisoning threat,

•

Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS) for the MAC spoofing threat,

•

Limit New MAC Address assignment for the unauthorized network expansion threat, and

•

Message Authentication for the impersonation.

Asset 14) Bus Network
Within the scope of this study, the bus network didn’t get much emphasis as other assets do. Despite that,
the following are the attacks and attack steps of the asset in addition to the attack steps inherited from
the vehicle network.
A 14.1. Traffic injection
A 14.2. Wakeup message injection
A 14.3. Impersonation
A 14.4. Man-in-the-middle
An adversary can inject traffic (A 14.1) for further exploitation, say, for example, to inject wakeup
messages (A 14.2), or inject with exceeded the maximum allowed transmit error counter threshold and
make a bus-off attack on connected ECUs [10]. The wakeup message injection on networked ECUs makes
a battery drain attack [10].
In the same token, as bus network allows everyone to send traffic without verification [27] [35], an
impersonation (A 14.3) can happen, which can make adversaries in the middle (A 14.4) easily. The
impersonation threat can be defended with a message authentication mechanism.

Asset 15) Manifest
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Manifests are credentials for an adaptive/user applications access request of the functional cluster.
Processed application manifest and service instance manifests are used as input to the AP authentication
service, IAM. Manifests are data files and inherit the attacks, attack steps, and associations of the data
asset. It has the following attacks and attack steps:
A 15.1. Read
A 15.2. Write
A 15.3. Delete
A 15.4. Deny access
Attackers that get read access (A 15.1) to the manifest files can authenticate AAs' access request (A 5.4)
to the functional cluster, read the information about capabilities or policies, and read the data contained
by the manifest files.
Having write (A 15.2) access to the manifest file implies the attacker can read it (A 15.1), delete it (A 15.3),
write the information in the manifest, and write the data contained by the manifest. Moreover, an
attacker can get only delete (A 15.3) access to the manifest, which can lead to the denial of access (A 15.4)
to the file, deletion of the information it has, and deletion of the data it contains. The denial of access (A
15.4) to the file has an associated denial of service attack on the user application that owns the manifest
(asset 3) and the functional cluster (asset 5) that authenticate user applications based on it.
Lastly, the manifest asset contains attack steps and associations of its parent asset, data.

Asset 16) ECU
ECU, in this model, is customized from the vehicleLang12. Attack steps used in the vehicleLang will not be
discussed here. However, it has the following additional attack steps and attacks.
A 16.1. Bus-off
A 16.2. Wakeup function injection
A 16.3. Denial of body control (DoB)
A 16.4. Battery drain
A 16.5. Vehicle immobilization
These additional attacks and attack steps of ECU are taken from [33] et al. ECU can be made shutdown
forever, which is called a bus-off state (A 16.1). This attack can be initiated from bus network traffic
injection (A 14.1). As the many numbers of ECUs get into bus-off state, denial of body control (A 16.3) of
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the vehicle can happen. In the same fashion, attackers from the bus network can make wakeup message
injection (A 16.2) to make a battery drain (A 16.4) attack in the vehicle. Both the battery drains and denial
body control attacks can make the vehicle immobile (A 16.5).
Generally, attacks and attack steps in each asset of the specific domain are depicted in table 4 of Appendix
B.
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6.3. The threat model (AUTOSARLang)
AUTOSARLang, the threat model, is written with MAL specification as seen in figures 11 and 12.
AUTOSARLang has five categories namely system, communication, security, network, and people (see also
§ 6.2). In each category, assets with their corresponding attacks and attack steps are defined.

Figure 11 AUTOSARLang MAL specification code organization
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Figure 12 AUTOSARLang sample MAL specification

The implementation (MAL specification) of the AUTOSARLang is written in seven separate files. Each file
can be taken as a module16. Each module is discussed here below.

6.3.1. Basic machine module

16

A module is a self-contained component of the whole system. All modules together form the whole system model.
AUTOSARLang is implemented in seven modules to reduce the complexity of the whole system and to add readability
of the MAL specification.
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In this module, basic machine assets and their attributed attacks and attack steps are defined. This module
represents the abstract top-level machine that inherited by other child assets. Assets such as machine and
software in the systems category; data and information in the communication category; account,
credential, and vulnerability in the security category; user in the people category; and associations among
them are defined (see figure 13). What does this mean? The author considers a basic general-purpose
machine that executes software and is accessed by users using the system accounts with their
corresponding credentials. And, the machine has its own vulnerability, possibly, attackers can make a
zero-day attack17.

Figure 13 AUTOSARLang basic machine module MAL specification summary

17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-day_(computing)
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6.3.2. Adaptive machine module
In this module, a model of an adaptive/intelligent machine that inherits the attacks, attack steps, and
associations of the basic machine module (§ 6.3.1) is defined; and it comprises assets such as adaptive
machine that extends the machine asset and adaptive platform that extends the adaptive machine asset
(see figure 14). An adaptive machine, in this module, implies a hardware or virtual machine that executes
an adaptive platform instance [12]. Whereas an adaptive platform is a software platform that is executed
by an adaptive machine. Adaptive machine to adaptive platform relation is like that of a machine to
software relationship in the basic machine module.

Figure 14 AUTOSARLang adaptive machine module MAL specification summary

6.3.3. Software module
In this module different components of the adaptive platform are defined (see figure 15). Each asset, in
this module, is discussed as follows:
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•

There are two types of services, a general-purpose services asset (named as service) and adaptive
platform service (abbreviated as APS). The author defines each of them independently, but, both
inherit the attacks, attack steps, and associations of the machine asset directly or indirectly. For
example, the basic machine (in § 6.3.1) needs an authentication service, which inherits the
properties of the service asset. Whereas, adaptive applications need authentication
service/functionality (named Identity and Access Management - IAM) to access lower-layer
services/functionalities, which inherits the properties and behavior of APS. The author wants to
note that although the IAM is a platform foundation of the AUTOSAR AP, it provides identity and
access management services to requesting clients. As a result, in this study, it is considered as an
APS. As authentication service in the basic machine uses credentials of each account to
authenticate users, IAM uses manifest (application and service-instance) file configurations to
authenticate clients (adaptive applications). Thus, both IAM and Manifest are defined as assets in
this module.

•

IAM authorizes AAs’ access request to the FC in general. IAM’s PDP provides a policy decision for
the requesting AA based on AA’s capability and the requested FC’s service requirements/policies
[12] [20]. Both the capabilities and policies are used as input to the IAM on demand for processed
application manifest and service instance manifest respectively [12] [20] [21]. IAM also provides
an authentication service for access requests to runtime resources of the AUTOSAR AP platform
instance [12]. However, it doesn’t provide protection of crypto objects such as a cryptographic
key, and other local resources [12].

•

Other platform foundational software components such as operating system and execution
management are defined.

•

Specifications of user applications and the platform’s runtime environment (also known as ARA)
are written.
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Figure 15 AUTOSARLang software module MAL specification summary

6.3.4. Encryption module
In this module, a specification of security by encryption is defined (see figure 16). Still, there are two types
of assets – the general encrypted data asset and persistent data asset. Generally, any data can be
encrypted or unencrypted. Specifically, however, a persistent data in AP is always encrypted by default.
Any encryption/decryption scheme needs cryptographic services, in this case, CryptoStack, which is a
platform service that provides cryptographic encryption, decryption, and securing key services. For this,
it needs cryptographic keys, which can be imported on demand from external storage devices or from the
machine itself [12]. Consequently, attackers can deny services, read the keys on the way, etc.
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Figure 16 AUTOSARLang encryption module MAL specification summary

6.3.5. Services module
In this module, two fundamental services – namely authentication service (inherits service asset), and
signal-to-service mapping service (inherits APS asset) are defined (see figure 17). Authentication service,
as discussed in § 6.3.3, authenticate users of the system accounts against their credentials. Signal-toservice mapping service, on the other hand, converts a service-oriented communication data flow to
signal-oriented communication data flow and vice versa.

Figure 17 AUTOSARLang services module MAL specification summary
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6.3.6. Internetwork module
This module defines network communications, technologies, clients, and services. ECUs, networks, and
routers are considered high-level conceptual assets. A vehicle network (a child of the network asset) is
considered as an in-vehicle network asset. In modern vehicles, whose software platform is AUTOSAR AP,
there are two types of networks – mainly the Ethernet network and the legacy bus network (CAN bus,
FlexRay, LIN bus, MOST, etc.). Ethernet network is the hub of the study. Nevertheless, the author
discussed the bus network as well, because the AP supports legacy networks. In the way, anyone
interested to read about the types of bus networks and their attack simulation language can read
vehicleLang [33]. Moreover, intelligent ECU that extends the adaptive machine and ECU's firmware that
extends the basic-software are part of this module. When the author says an intelligent ECU, it means an
Electronic Control Unit designed to support high-performance computing and high-speed connectivity,
and that ECU has a firmware.
Overall, any network can be formed to enable data flow of the communication among network clients
and services. Both communication management (CM) and RESTful web API are also defined. Both CM and
REST run on AP, and both act as a network client and network service at the same time. For a summary of
MAL specification, refer to figure 12 above.

6.3.7. Interface module
Lastly, this module interfaces the AUTOSARLang threat model to external modules, application, or
compilers. In AUTOSAR AP, adaptive applications are considered the most vulnerable components of the
platform [15]. As a result, the author considers AA asset as a vulnerable interface to the attacker, and thus
defines it in this module.

Figure 18 AUTOSARLang interface module MAL specification summary
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Finally, it is important to note that, directly or indirectly, every module includes every other parent
module. For example, module 2 (§ 6.3.2) includes module 1 (§ 6.3.1), module 3 (§ 6.3.3) includes module
2 (§ 6.3.2) and module 1 (§ 6.3.1), …, module 7 includes all the other modules (§ 6.3.1 – 6.3.6). Therefore,
module 7 is the interface to all the other modules.

6.4. Attack simulation (AUTOSARLang validation)
Once the author wrote the threat model, AUTOSARLang, using MAL, he should validate it with test cases.
In the validation phase, possible attack paths are formed and tested for attacks. As a result, the author
made a test for all possible connections (associations) and checked for attack reachability (reachable or
unreachable as expected). Some example test cases are discussed here below. For more information, refer
to Appendix C.
To validate the threat model, the author followed two approaches. First, write test cases that validate
every attack path from their respective asset. Second, write general-purpose test cases like that of
depicted in figure 19, 20 and 21 to simulate attacks inside a modern vehicle.

6.4.1. Example Test case 1
This example test case, as shown in figure 19, is about simulating attacks on the internetworked ECUs and
the communication among them. As seen in the figure, the router connects four different networks Bus1,
Bus2, Eth1, and Eth2. Each network connects different ECUs. Assume, an attacker gets access to the router
and be able to make a malicious firmware update on ECUs. What can the attacker do further? The author
took this case and tested different attacks on the network, and found that the attacker:
•

Can make man-in-the-middle attack on Bus1, Bus2, Eth1, Eth2, and the data flow among them,

•

Can inject traffic on Bus1 and make wake up message injection on Bus2,

•

Can make battery drain attack on both embedded ECUs (ECU3 and ECU4)

•

Cannot make battery drain attacks on both intelligent ECUs (ECU1 and ECU2)
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Figure 19 Test case for attacks in networked ECUs

6.4.2. Example Test case 2
A second example test case, as seen in figure 20, is about two intelligent ECUs connected to different
Ethernet networks (Eth1 and Eth2) and each network is connected to each other via a router. An attacker
having access to the adaptive application on ECU1 can:
•

Make service request from an adaptive application on ECU2,

•

Get access to the communication management on ECU1,

•

Make a request on data flow 1 via the communication management on ECU1,

•

Connect to the communication management on ECU2 and get access to it via the data flow 1,

•

Make response to the data flow 1 acting as a data flow 2,

•

Make a denial of service attack on communication management of both ECUs and on both data
flows.

However, the attacker cannot, for example, eavesdrop or act as man-in-the-middle on both data flows.

Figure 20 Test case for attacks in AAs and data flows
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6.4.3. Example Test case 3
In the third test case, a question “what can be made if an attacker gains access to the Ethernet network”
is analyzed with a four different intelligent ECUs connected to an Ethernet network, another intelligent
ECU connected to other Ethernet network, and both Ethernet networks connected each other via router
as seen in figure 21. And thus, an attacker having access to the Ethernet 1 can:
•

Connect to all ECUs connected to it ECU1, ECU2, ECU3, and ECU4,

•

Connect to the router and make a forwarding in it,

•

Connect to a network service,

•

Make a denial of service, eavesdropping, and man-in-the-middle attack on data flows

However, the attacker cannot connect to ECU5.

Figure 21 Test case for attacks from Ethernet access

6.4.4. Example Test case 4
Another test case, what an attacker who injects a malware program on an operating system asset can do
on the machine itself? As seen in figure 21, she can attack accounts, information, and data assets; but not
crypto service, IAM, and EM assets in this study. And, she can:
•

Compromise accounts

•

Read, write, and deny access to data,

•

Make a memory corruption, denial of service, and access control bypass on the operating system,

•

Make a denial of service attack on both the machine and the adaptive platform.

However, she cannot make denial of service attack on IAM, CryptoStack, and EM assets.
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Figure 22 Test case for Malware attacks on standalone adaptive machine

Generally, the AUTOSARLang code is organized in a modularized manner that makes it scalable, and userfriendly. Finally, the model is validated with a total of 86 tests of nine test cases in total (see Appendix C).
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7. Conclusion and Future Work
To conclude this work, the author made much effort to make the result as accurate as possible by
interviewing people who had the same domain-specific background and experience. In addition to this,
he had included two different releases of AUTOSAR AP (17.10 and 18.03) to the study. That has its own
indication that the author made iterative reviews of the work.
In addition to this, the author collaborated with two master’s thesis working students to review and
validate this work.
With this effort, the author contributes a list of core assets of the domain, list of threats (attacks and
attack steps) of each asset, threat model of the specific model (AUTOSARLang), and lastly the test cases
used to validate the threat model and simulate the attacks.
Finally, the author recommends further studies to consider the red assets (§ 6.1) in the modeling, make
threat collection and analysis repeatedly, and integrate this work as part of simulation tools such as
securiCAD®.
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9. Appendixes
9.1. Appendix A: AUTOSAR AP Assets and their Descriptions
A. Adaptive Machine
An adaptive machine is a hardware or a virtual machine that executes an AUTOSAR adaptive platform
[12]. It is a child of the basic machine in coreLang and characterized by high-performance computing
(because of its many multi-processors) and fast connectivity (because of its Ethernet connections).

B. ECU
Generally, an ECU is a machine. However, in AP, an intelligent ECU is used and is a child of the adaptive
machine.

C. Adaptive platform
It is another name for the software platform of the adaptive machine. It’s a short name for the AUTOSAR
adaptive platform. Any intelligent ECU or in general adaptive machine executes at least one AP instance.
As software is for the machine in coreLang, the adaptive platform is for the adaptive machine in
AUTOSARLang.

D. Functional cluster (FC)
As seen in figure 2, FC is the lowest layer of the AP. Adaptive platform foundation (APF) provides
fundamental functionalities of AP to adaptive applications, APSs, and other APFs [12]. Adaptive platform
services (APS) provides platform standard services of AP to AAs, APFs, or other APSs [12]. Functional
cluster (FC) can communicate with AAs via ARA; with another FC via IFC (Inter-Functional Cluster) [12].

E. ARA (AUTOSAR Runtime environment for Adaptive applications)
ARA is a library of functional cluster interfaces. It acts as a runtime environment to the top layer (user
applications - adaptive applications and non-platform services) [12] [19] [28].
ARA is a middleware between adaptive applications and lower platform functional clusters. Adaptive
applications can access resources, functionalities, and services provided by the local platform or remote
AP running ECUs. Overall, AAs use the interface of the corresponding feature for further communication.
Each feature's interfaces are stored in an ARA interfaces library. Thus, every communication made from
AA passes through ARA.
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F. Adaptive applications (AAs)
The adaptive application is a user application that runs on top of AP runtime environment, ARA. It is the
most vulnerable part of the platform. Adaptive applications invoke libraries of the functional cluster via
their interfaces resided in ARA. However, it is not mandatory to use these interfaces. Adaptive applications
may use another interface than ARA, which is implementation specific [12]. Any adaptive application can
provide non-platform services to another adaptive application [12].

G. Execution Management (EM)
Execution management (EM) starts/launches and shuts down AAs, APFs, and APSs [12] [18].

H. Operating System (OS)
OS interface PSE51 achieves freedom of interference among applications because it allows a single multithreaded process, no file system, no user and group support at a time [12][8]. An operating system
manages memory that runs multi-process to realize freedom of interference among different functional
clusters and AA [12].
AAs are implemented in C++ and run on top of ara::PSE51 interface of the OS. Then, the OS manages the
AA's process, which is a compiled C++ code. Thus, an attacker having access to the OS can cause memory
corruption18, maybe, with a dangling pointer, buffer overflow, memory leak, or uninitialized memory [8].
An operating system in AUTOSAR AP is just an execution context. It has a Linux-based interface called
POSIX. AAs use PSE51 interface (part of ARA), whereas FCs use full of POSIX interface [12] [14].

I. Manifest
Three types of manifest files are application manifest, service instance manifest, and machine manifest
[12]. Adaptive application's capabilities (access roles) is configured in its corresponding application
manifest [12]. APSs configure their access requirements on their corresponding service instance manifest
[12] [21]. AP configures its credentials on its corresponding machine manifest [12] [21].

18

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_corruption
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J. Communication Management (CM)
Adaptive platform (AP) ECU can communicate with classic platform (CP) ECUs, non-AUTOSAR ECUs, and
another AP ECUs. Thus, AP to AP communicates via IPC, CM, and REST; AP to CP uses CM (SOME/IP) and
REST; whereas AP to non-AUTOSAR communicates via REST [12].
Communication management (CM) can act as both a network client and network service. An adaptive
application requests a network connection via CM's upper layer (language-binding), which makes it a
network service. And, then CM requests for remote or local CM instance for the service requested by the
AA via its lower layer (network-binding), which makes it a network client. When the response comes back,
the reverse will be true. When two CM instance communicates with each other, they act both as a network
client and network service [12] [16].
Attacks on communication management (CM) can be directly taken from service-oriented architecture
[12] [16]. CM uses service-oriented architecture (SOA). SOA has a service registry (part of CM) used as a
database for services that can be discovered and used by clients. In this case, an attacker, who gets access
to the CM can deny services.

K. REST (Representational State Transfer)
RESTful communication is another alternative communication functionality of the AP. It allows AP ECUs
to communicate with every device (CP ECUs, non-AUTOSAR ECUs, mobile devices, etc.) that supposed to
communicate with [12].
The author also considers attacks to the RESTful API architecture. For example, as REST uses URI to locate
its named resources, many clients (may be distributed) can request access to the specific service. That can
result in (distributed) denial of service attack, which in turn can deny data flow via REST19.

L. Identity and Access Management (IAM)
IAM is an APF framework that provides access control decisions based on the access requesting
application capabilities and the requested FC access requirement rules (policies). This framework does
not cover access control to cryptographic objects like cryptographic keys or local resources such as
hardware resources, CPU load, etc. It rather covered access control to the AUTOSAR resources (the
adaptive platform) at runtime [12] [20].

19

https://www.kiuwan.com/blog/bad-guys-love-rest/
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As a result, access to crypto objects is controlled by the CryptoStack, whereas access to the local resources
is controlled by the AuthenticationService. Thus, an account in this context refers to local resource's
privileged account. The author wants to note that IAM is considered as APS in this study (see also § 6.3.3).
Denial of service on IAM framework can result in denial of access to FCs including to the persistent data
via persistency. An adaptive application can circumvent FC's IAM component called PEP to get access to
the FC. Having access to the IAM can provide other further privileges to read AA's processed capabilities
and FC's processed policies [12].

M. Cryptography (CryptoStack)
CryptoStack is a framework responsible for handling AP's cryptographic operations, key/certificate
management and protection.
CryptoStack is a foundation functionality, which can be used by an application that needs a cryptographic
service. An AA requests for a cryptographic operation (encryption, decryption, or another), then the
CryptoStack responds with crypto processed result, finally the AA can do further process upon the result
(maybe send to a server via ara::com, absorb it and read it, or another).
AUTOSAR AP uses CryptoStack to perform cryptographic operations [12] [19]. For example, persistency
uses CryptoStack to encrypt the persistent data it handles [19].
CryptoStack operates on data streams.
CryptoStack provides common cryptographic operations, secure key storage, and dynamic key generation,
etc. It can store keys internally in crypto backend or externally (which can be imported on demand) [12].
CryptoStack supports encryption with a separate component called the Hardware Security Module (HSM)
[12].

N. Ethernet Network
Ethernet in AUTOSAR AP is part of the in-vehicle network. It is one of the driving technologies behind the
platform. AP is designed based on the Ethernet network though it supports legacy in-vehicle bus networks
such as CAN, LIN, FlexRay, MOST, etc. Vehicle's Ethernet network is the same with the Internet Ethernet
network except that Vehicle's Ethernet has speed limitation and has special design specification [29].
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Ethernet is one of the main assets that the author considers in his threat modeling and attack simulation
work. Thus, Ethernet has two types of possible attacks: the traditional attacks and new modern vehicular
specific attacks. For more detail refer to Appendix B.
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9.2. Appendix B: AUTOSAR AP Attack Taxonomy
Legend for the TY column of the table:
█ - attack steps taken from coreLang
| - OR attack step

█ - attack steps taken from vehicleLang

█ - attack steps belong to this study, AUTOSARLang

& - AND attack step
Table 4 AUTOSARLang attack list

ASSET

ATTACK STEP

ATTACKS

DEFENSE

T
Y

DESCRIPTION

SYSTEM CATEGORY
Machine

Asset info: A machine in AUTOSAR AP is either hardware or software, which has specific purpose functionalities.
connect

_machineConnect
authenticatedAccess

_machineConnect

Accounts.compromise
Vulnerabilities.exploit

authenticate

|

_ machineConnect is a helper attack step, which has the same
meaning with the connect attack step. It is used by child
|
assets.
Does the attacker have the credentials of an account?

|

authenticatedAccess access

One way to gain access to a machine is through legitimate
authentication.

&

bypassAccessContro
l

access

An attacker can bypass access control and gain access to the
machine immediately.

|

access

_ machineAccess

Get an access to the Machine.

|

_ machineAccess

authenticatedAccess

Connect to the machine.

denialOfService
Data.requestAccess

_ machineAccess is a helper attack step, which has the same |
meaning with the access attack step. It is used by child assets.
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Software.connect
Vulnerabilities.exploit
denialOfService
Software

access

inherits
Machine
AdaptiveMa
chine

_softwareAccess

Data.denyAccess
Software.denialOfService
_softwareAccess
_machineAccess
Machine.connect

Attacks after this attack step are considered as attacks after
access attack step.

Perform a DoS attack on the machine.

|

Get an access to the software.

|

_softwareAccess is equivalent to access.

|

Asset info: An adaptive machine is a hardware or virtual machine that executes an adaptive platform instance.
access

inherits

_adaptiveMachineAccess

|

_machineAccess

Machine
_adaptiveMachineA
ccess

denialOfService
|

AP.connect
Data.requestAccess

denialOfService
AP
inherits
AdaptiveMa
chine

ECU
inherits

AP.denialOfService
|

Data.denyAccess

Asset info: An adaptive platform is a software platform that runs on an adaptive machine. As software is to a machine, an adaptive platform is
to an adaptive machine.
access

__adaptivePlatformAccess

_adaptivePlatformA
ccess

__adaptiveMachineAccess
AdaptiveMachine.connect

Get an access to the software.

|

_ adaptivePlatformAccess is equivalent to access.

|

Asset info: An intelligent ECU, which is designed to support high-performance computing and high-speed connectivity. An intelligent ECU
extends the adaptive machine defined within this specification.
connect

_machineConnect

|
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AdaptiveMa
chine

attemptChangeOperationMode

Attackers can attempt to connect to the ECU if they have
access to the network, services, data flows, etc...

Firmware.maliciousFirmwareM
odification
_adaptiveMachineAccess
BusNet.denialOfService
access

changeOperationMode

Attackers gain access to the ECU after bypassed access
control or properly authenticated.

uploadFirmware

|

bypassMessageConfliction
injectWakeUpFunction
access
maliciousFirmwareU
pload

Maliciously upload a forged firmware leads to full access on
the ECU and ability to inject messages on the previous running |
services.

bypassMessageConfliction
VehicleNet.trafficInjection

uploadFirmware
passFirmwareValida
tion

VehicleNet.trafficInjection

Updating the firmware leads to the ability to inject messages
&
not only on the previous running services but also on network.

uploadFirmware

If the firmware validation key is stored in the ECU, this means
that the firmware validation is passed, and a new firmware can |
be uploaded.

bypassMessageConfliction
shutdown

When the ECU is taken offline by some other attack step. The
effort needed to achieve this is applied on the distributions of |
the parent attacks.

denialOfService

changeOperationM
ode

bypassMessageConfliction

operationModePr
otection

Put the ECU into diagnostics (if vehicle is moving slowly or is
&
stopped) or even update mode (bootmode).

attemptChangeOper
ationMode

bypassMessageConfliction

operationModePr
otection

Put the ECU into diagnostics (if vehicle is moving slowly or is
stopped) or even update mode (bootmode) but after some &
effort of [ExponentialDistribution(10.0)]
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Bypass message confliction protection mechanisms by
changing ECU's operation mode -> no conflicts -> service |
message injection.

bypassMessageConf
liction
busOff

denialOfBodyControl

injectWakeUpFuncti
on

batteryDrain

denialOfBodyContro
l

vehicleImmobilization

batteryDrain

vehicleImmobilization

A state that an ECU is shutdown forever [10].

|
Because of ECUs bus-off state, communication between the
keyfob and vehicle is cut-off and make driver unable to start
the vehicle [10].

inherits
Software

FuncCluster
inherits
AP

|
|

vehicleImmobilizatio
n
Firmware

|

Vehicle cannot be mobilized unless dead ECUs are changed.

|

Asset info: Specifies the firmware running on an ECU as a basic software.
maliciousFirmware
Modification

bypassFirmwareValidation

Validate a firmware update either by cracking (brute forcing)
the checksum or worse by exploiting the absence of |
verification.

crackFirmwareValidation

crackFirmwareValid
ation

ECU.maliciousFirmwareUpload

bypassFirmwareVali
dation

maliciousFirmwareUpload

Crack firmware validation with [ExponentialDistribution(20.0)]
|
effort if it is enabled.
firmwareValidatio
n

Bypass firmware validation if it is not enabled.

&

Asset info: A functional cluster is a collective name for the foundational software components of the platform. It contains platform services
and foundation.
launch

access

Start up functional cluster applications.

|

shutdown

denialOfService

Shutdown functional cluster applications.

|

requestAccess

IAM.requestAuthentication

Make access request to the functional cluster.

|

Circumvent PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) of the functional
cluster element.

|

circumventPEP
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_adaptivePlatformAccess
access

denialOfService

Get access to the functional cluster entity.

|

circumventPEP
AdaptivePlatformFoundation inherits FunctionalCluster
AdaptivePlatformFoundation inherits FunctionalCluster
OS
inherits

Asset info: Operating System in AUTOSAR adaptive platform is a POSIX-based execution context. In AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform, the OS context
is a POSIX-based in which user applications use only PSE51 as an interface whereas functional cluster applications use any available interface.
_adaptivePlatformAccess

APF

denialOfService
access

dataInjection
memoryCorruption

Get an access to the operating system. By any means,
attackers get access to the operating system, maybe, from its
parent assets after authentication via authenticated access or
after access control is bypassed.

|

Resources (memory, CPU, etc.) exhaustion, fork bombing,
regular expression, corrupt running applications, etc. [15]

|

malware
Vulnerabilities.exploit
ECU.denialOfService
denialOfService

FC.denialOfService
Data.denyAccess

dataInjection

Data.write

During runtime, a running program can inject data to other
|
process’s data.

informationLeak

Information.read

Leak information about the running process.

informationLeak
memoryCorruption

dataInjection
denialOfService

protectedRuntime
Environment

Arbitrary code execution, privilege escalation, and
information leakage

&

Accounts.compromise
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memoryCorruption
denialOfService
bypassAccessControl
malware

Accounts.compromise

antiMalware

Data.read

Inject a malware program to the OS. A malware is a general
term for computer viruses, worms, trojan horses, spyware,
adware, most rootkits, and other malicious program20. Its
protection is exponentially distributed.

&

Get access to the Execution Management (EM). Execution
Management starts and shuts down applications and
services, which may lead to other exploitations.

|

Circumvent the state transition of processes, applications,
machine, or functional group. Execution Management
performs the State transitions and controls the actual set of
running Processes, depending on the current States [12].

|

Data.write
Data.denyAccess
EM

Asset info: An Execution Management is managed by the OS.

inherits

_adaptivePlatformAccess

APF

circumventStateTransition
access

UserApps.launch
UserApps.shutdown
FC.launch
FC.shutdown
UserApps.denialOfService
circumventStateTra
nsition

FC.denialOfService

Asset info: User Application is the top-most layer of the adaptive platform, which is a hardware-independent user-defined application that runs
on top of the runtime environment, ARA.
UserApp
inherits

20

compromise

access

User apps are the most vulnerable components of the
platform.

|

launch

access

Startup user applications.

|

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malware
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AP

shutdown
denialOfService

denialOfService
Data. denyAccess
UserApps.denialOfService

Shutdown user applications.

|

Perform a DoS attack on the application.

|

Get access to a user application. Access to the application
implies an attacker has the capability of the application in the
platform. Data, in this case, can be persistent data, manifest,
or other form of data.

|

_adaptivePlatformAccess
denialOfService
access

Data.requestAccess
FC.requestAccess
ARA.access
UserApps.access

AdaptiveAp
p
inherits
UserApp

Asset info: In AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform (AP), an application is called adaptive application (AA). It is a user defined hardware-independent
application. It is the most vulnerable component of the platform. An attacker can easily compromise AAs. As a result, in AUTOSAR AP architecture,
AAs are designed to have limited access to the platform. Once, an attacker compromises AAs, she can do whatever the AA is granted to do.
Additionally, an AA can provide a service, called non-platform service, and can request other applications’ services. Thus, AA can act both as
service provider and client.
_adaptivePlatformAccess
denialOfService
provideIllegitimateService
requestService
access

Data.requestAccess

Access to the application implies an attacker has the
capability of the application in the platform.

|

PersistentData.requestAccess
FC.requestAccess
ARA.access
UserApps.access
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Manifest.read
CM.access
AA.denialOfService
provideIllegitimateS
ervice
Manifest.read

requestService
ARA

CM.access

An application provides an illegitimate service to other
applications for further exploitation. An application can
provide illegitimate service to get access to the communication
management foundation [12]. For example, illegitimate |
service can deny legitimate services, illegitimate service can
also read capabilities of other applications (service requesting
applications).
An application can request a service and gets access to the
communication management [12].

|

Asset info: ARA stand for AUTOSAR Runtime environment for Adaptive Applications

inherits

access

AP
compromise

denialOfService

|

informationLeak
messageInjection
adaptivePlatformAccess
access
denialOfService

|

informationLeak

Information.read

An information leakage between apps can be launched [15].

|

messageInjection

Data.write

Inject messages passing through ARA interfaces [15].

|

UserApps.denialOfService

Perform a denial of service to the library of
services/functionalities interfaces.

|

denialOfService

FC.denialOfService
Service

Get access to the ARA (AUTOSAR Runtime environment for
Adaptive Applications). Once attackers gain access to the
library of service interfaces and the functional cluster
interfaces (such as interfaces of the operating system,
execution management, communication management, etc.),
they can do other more attacks.

Asset info: A service is a running process for requesting clients either from the same machine or from remote machine. A service can be
provided by the platform (called platform services) and applications (called non-platform applications)
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inherits
Software
Client
inherits

access

_softwareAccess

|

Asset info: A client is an application requesting for a service from other application (in the same machine or on a remote machine), platform
service, ...

Software

access

NetClient

Asset info: In this asset, clients that consumes platform services, non-platform services, RESTful services, etc., are considered.

inherits
Client
NetService
inherits
Service

access

_softwareAccess

|

_softwareAccess

|

Dataflows.request
Asset info: In this asset, services provided by local or remote AUTOSAR Adaptive platform, local or remote adaptive applications, RESTful services,
etc., are considered.
access

_softwareAccess

|

Dataflows.respond
CM
inherits

Asset info: Communication Management (CM) is a foundational functionality that the platform should consitute. It handles network services
request and reply with a service-oriented architecture model.
_adaptivePlatformAccess

APF
access

Dataflows.request
Dataflows.respond

Get access to the communication management. Once an
attacker gets access to CM, she can act as both network
service and network client.

|

denialOfService
denialOfService
REST
inherits
APF

Dataflows.denialOfService

|

Asset info: RESTful is a foundational functionality that handles network services request and reply with a network binding via HTTP/JSON
communication format.
access

_adaptivePlatformAccess
Dataflows.request

Get access to the REST. Once an attacker gets access to REST,
she can act as both network service and network client.

|
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Dataflows.respond
denialOfService
denialOfService

Dataflows.denialOfService

|

NETWORK CATEGORY
Network

Asset info: Networks include Ethernet LANs, the Internet, and Wifi networks.
Routers.forwarding
access

denialOfService
NetworkService.connect

Access implies the possibility to submit packets over the
network. It does not imply the possibility to listen to others'
|
traffic on the network. You are outside the router but with a
possibility to communicate in to the network.

access
manInTheMiddle

eavesdrop
Dataflows.manInTheMiddle

Attackers can sometimes intercept and tamper with
communications.

|

Routers.denialOfService

VehicleNet
inherits

eavesdrop

Dataflows.eavesdrop

Attackers can sometimes eavesdrop.

|

denialOfService

Dataflows.denialOfService

The network is made unavailable.

|

Asset info: Vehicular network refers to in-vehicle network in this context. It AUTOSAR AP, in-vehicle network includes Ethernet network and bus
networks.
denialOfService

Network
physicalAccess

eavesdrop

Get physical access to the in-vehicle network.

|

Get access to the vehicular network.

|

access
denialOfService
access

trafficInjection
ECUs.connect
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Routers.forwarding
NetworkService.connect
denialOfService

Deny service by cutting links physically, by damaging the
|
circuitry with electricity, or by exhausting resources [7].

Dataflows.denialOfService

trafficInjection
EthernetNet
inherits

Inject traffic

|

Asset info: Ethernet is one of the drivers for the introduction AUTOSAR AP. Its current specification is as it is used by the TCP/IP. Attacks are
considered as in the Ethernet network from its physical-layer up to higher layer (layer 3).
denialOfService

VehicleNet

Get physical access to Ethernet network. A technician attacker
can get an opportunity to access the Ethernet network, maybe,
for maintenance. However, in an Ethernet network, physical
|
access merely can't help the attacker to eavesdrop messages
or act as a man-in-the-middle. Can be defended by
“cabinetLocked”.

access
physicalAccess

unauthorizedNetworkExpansio
n
resetSwitchPassword

unauthorizedNetwo
rkExpansion

manInTheMiddle

limitNewMACAdd
ress

An attacker can setup her own network in the vehicle, which
&
she can act as man in the middle [7].

denialOfService
trafficInjection
arpCachePoisoning
macSpoofing
access

dhcpSpoofing

Get access to Ethernet network.

|

macFlooding
NetworkService.connect
ECUs.connect
Router.forwarding
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sessionHijacking
eavesdrop

An attacker eavesdrops (secretly listens) to a network
communication. As a result, she can deploy a reply attack, |
session hijacking attack, or eavesdrop the data flow.

replay
Dataflows.eavesdrop

sessionHijacking

Impersonation

Ethernet is a stateless protocol, but many higher-level
protocols create a session. Once a session is set up, it is often
assumed to be trusted and no further traffic verification is
made [7].

replay

Impersonation

A message eavesdropped on earlier communication can be
|
sent again [7].

Impersonation

manInTheMiddle

denialOfService

msgAuthenticated

Act like someone else.

|

An attack can be implemented on layer 1 by cutting links
physically or by damaging the circuitry with electricity.
|

Dataflows.denialOfService

Another, resource exhaustion and protocol-based DoS [7]
trafficInjection

arpCachePoisoning

manInTheMiddle

dhcpSpoofing

manInTheMiddle

macSpoofing

manInTheMiddle

resetSwitchPasswor
d

switchAccess

sARP [7]

An attacker can create Ethernet frames that have a VLAN tag
and thus inject frames to VLANs to which they are not
supposed to have access [7].

|

A host captures traffic intended for another host just by
sending an ARP message to the sender with the intended
receiver’s IP address and the attacker’s MAC address [7] -> 46

&

A host can detect broadcast DHCP server requests and race the
server to reply them first; upon success the attacker can assign
|
a gateway (router) and DNS servers to the target host, along
with its IP address, and control the host’s traffic at will [7].
idps

[7]

&

Switches are shipped with standard or no passwords, and
even if a password has been set, it is usually possible to reset
the password if the switch can be accessed physically [7]

|
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overwriteSwitchMACTable
switchAccess

An attacker who has access to an Ethernet switch can
generate enough frames with random addresses to overwrite
its MAC table [7].

|

macFlooding

Switch MAC table is overwritten.

|

eavesdrop

A switch, which its MAC table is overwritten, floods all data
frames to all ports for eavesdropping [7].

resetSwitchPassword
denialOfService
ECUs.connect

overwriteSwitchMA
CTable
macFlooding
shutdown

denialOfService
denialOfService

|

BusNet

Asset info: Bus network includes CAN, LIN, FlexRay and others which uses bus protocol in their network communication.

inherits

denialOfService

Dataflows.denialOfService

An ECU can flood it with high priority frames [11]

|

eavesdrop

Dataflows.eavesdrop

Every message on bus is broadcasted to every node [26]. As a
result, malicious node can read the content of every frame.
[11]

|

Impersonation

manInTheMiddle

No way for a correct ECU to prove that it has not sent or
receive a given message [11] [34]

&

trafficInjection

wakeUpMessageInjection

An adversary injects traffic for further exploitation, e.g.
wakeup message [11]

|

Specialized form of traffic injection

|

VehicleNet

wakeUpMessageInje
ECUs. batteryDrain
ction
Router

Asset info:

inherits
NetService

msgAuthenticated

_machineAccess
access

Networks.manInTheMiddle

&

forwarding
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Forwarding is the lightest interaction with the router, where
the router simply retransmits received messages.
Vulnerabilities may, however, lead to compromise of the |
router as well as of the associated firewall. Therefore,
forwarding leads to Connect.

forwarding

connect

denialOfService

Networks.denialOfService

|

COMMUNICATION CATEGORY
DataFlow

Asset info: Dataflow is a channel that contains Data in transit. As opposed to securiLang1, missing network paths cannot stop modelled Dataflows.
If there is a dataflow but no network infrastructure to support it, this logic will assume that the unmodeled infrastructure exists. Attacks in
protocols, abstract channels are considered here.
eavesdrop
denialOfService
request
manInTheMiddle

respond
Data.write

An attacker that man-in-the-middles the data flow, can control
the contained data. That data may, in turn, be encrypted and
|
authenticated, thus preventing a breach of confidentiality and
integrity.

Data.read
Data.delete
eavesdrop

Data.read

An attacker that eavesdrops on the data flow, can access the
contained data. That data may, in turn, be encrypted, thus |
preventing a breach of confidentiality.

denialOfService

Data.delete

A denial-of-service-attack on the dataflow makes the
contained data inaccessible. The information may, however |
also be available elsewhere.

request

NetworkServices.connect

respond

NetworkClients.connect
NetworkClients.access

|
|
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Information

Data

Asset info: Information can be stored as data and transmitted in data flows. Data and data flows are syntactic forms of the semantics
represented by the Information asset. Thus, multiple data and data flow assets can contain the same information.
read

Information is read by an attacker.

|

write

Information is written by an attacker.

&

delete

Information is deleted by an attacker.

&

When stored on a machine, access control needs to be
granted.

|

Asset info: Data is a concrete, syntactic representation of Information at rest.
authenticatedRead
requestAccess

authenticatedWrite
authenticatedDelete

anyAccountRead

authenticatedRead

A single account with read privileges (in conjunction with
data access) is enough to read the data.

|

anyAccountWrite

authenticatedWrite

A single account with write privileges (in conjunction with
data access) is enough to write the data.

|

anyAccountDelete

authenticatedDelete

A single account with delete privileges (in conjunction with
data access) is enough to delete the data.

|

authenticatedRead

read

Access and authentication will allow reading of data.

&

authenticatedWrite

write

Access and authentication will allow writing of data.

&

authenticatedDelete

delete

Access and authentication will allow deleting of data.

&

Information.read

An attacker that reads the data, learns the encoded
information.

|

read

Data.read
Information.write
write
delete

Data.write
Information.delete

|
|
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Deletion of data leads to information loss only if there is no
untouched copy elsewhere. If data is transmitted through data
flows, those data flows will also be affected by the tampering.

Data.delete
denyAccess
S2SService
inherits
APS

_adaptivePlatformAccess
access

denialOfService

denialOfService
AdaptiveApps.denialOfService

Denial-of-service attacks can make data unavailable.

|

Get access to the signal to service mapping adaptive platform
service [12] [28].

|

Deny signal-to-service mapping service, the communication
with non-AUTOSAR applications can be denied [25].

|

EncData

Asset info: Data is a concrete, syntactic representation of Information at rest. To encrypt data, crypto key and crypto service are needed.

inherits

authenticatedRead

readEncrypted

Access and authentication will allow reading of data.

&

Data

authenticatedWrite

writeEncrypted

Access and authentication will allow writing of data.

&

readEncrypted

read

&

writeEncrypted

write

&

PersistData inherits EncData

Asset info: Persistent data is always encrypted.

SECURITY CATEGORY
vulnerability
exploit
Account

Accounts.compromise

Needs ExponentialDistribution(10.0) time to compromise,
and refers exploitation of vulnerabilities in this specific
domain.

|

Compromise accounts.

|

Read credentials.

|

Machine.authenticate
Data.anyAccountRead
Compromise

Data.anyAccountWrite
Data.anyAccountDelete
Acounts.compromise

Credentials

read

Acounts.compromise
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inherits
Data
AuthService
inherits
Service

IAM

Asset info: Authentication service is not actively involved in account authentication (e.g. key.read leads directly to account.authenticate),
because that is not needed for the attacks we are interested in.
_softwareAccess
access

Accounts.compromise

If a service is tasked with authentication of accounts, its
compromise leads to the compromise of the associated |
accounts.

Asset info: IAM - Identity Access Management, where authentication service in AP is provided.

inherits

_adaptivePlatformAccess

Software

denialOfService
access

circumventPDP

Get an access to the IAM framework. Assumption: attackers
get access to the running IAM instance.

|

Making the IAM framework unavailable [15].

|

Manifest.read (capabilities)
Manifest.read (policies)
denialOfService

FC.denialOfService
Data.denyAccess
FC.bypassAccessControl

circumventPDP
Data.requestAccess
requestAuthenticati
on
Manifest
inherits
Data

FC.authenticate

Circumvent PDP (Policy Decision Point) of the IAM.
Circumventing PDP implies bypass FC authentication or |
provide data access [15].
Make an authentication request for the IAM. Functional
cluster requests IAM to authenticate for the requesting client, |
which is a user application.

Asset Info: Manifest, in AP, means a configuration file. There are three types of manifest files namely application manifest, service instance
manifest, and machine manifest.
read

FC.authenticate

Read manifest files.

|

Information.read
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Data.read
read
write

delete
Information.write

Write manifest files. Writing a manifest file can imply reading
and/or deleting it. Thus, can authenticate the FC and/or deny
service for both user apps and platform apps.

|

Delete manifest files

|

Deny access to the AA's configuration file. Deny access to the
manifest file can cause a DoS attack on the platform
applications as well as user applications.

|

Get access to the cryptographic services.
<iam.requestAuthentication> is a special case in this asset,
the FC has an accessRequest attack step which calls for IAM.
In addition to it, CryptoStack asks IAM for access requests of
its special services.

|

Denial of cryptographic services to requesting applications.
Functional cluster will not accessible from any requesting ap.

|

Circumvent the crypto service manager.

|

Data.write
denyAccess
delete

Information.delete
Data.delete
UserApps.denialOfService

denyAccess

FC.denialOfService

CryptoStack

_adaptivePlatformAccess

inherits

circumventPEP

APS
access

circumventCryptoService
CryptoKeys.read
denialOfService
IAM.requestAuthentication

denialOfService

EncData.denyAccess
PersistData.denyAccess
denialOfService

circumventCryptoSe
rvice

EncData.readEncrypted
EncData.writeEncrypted

circumventPEP

PersistData.requestAccess

|
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An attacker can circumvent the policy enforcement point
(PEP) of the CryptoStack and return pretended IAM
authentication result. With this attack step, an attacker can
do two different things. 1. Deny access while authenticated
correctly. 2. Bypass access control while authentication is
rejected.

PersistData.denyAccess

CryptoKey
inherits

read

CoreEncryptedData.
readEncrypted

Read cryptographic key used for encryption and decryption.

|

Compromise users.

|

CoreEncryptedData.
writeEncrypted

Data

PEOPLE CATEGORY
User

compromise

Accounts.compromise
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9.3. Appendix C: AUTOSARLang Testcases
AUTOSARLang is simulated with Java test cases21.

Test case 1) Core Adaptive Application 22
In this test case, there are twelve tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testAdaptiveApplicationAccess
The adaptive application extends a machine. This test simulates if access to the adaptive
application is possible after “connect” and “authenticate” attack steps are reached.
T 1.2 testAdaptiveApplicationAccess2
Simulates access to an adaptive application after access control to it (AA as a machine) is bypassed.
T 1.3 testAdaptiveApplicationAccess3
This test simulates if access to an adaptive application after launching it is possible.
T 1.4 testAdaptiveApplicationAccess4
Simulates access to an adaptive application after it is compromised.
T 1.5 testDataDenyAccess
Making a denial of service attack on an adaptive application, implies no data deny access.
T 1.6 testAdaptiveApplicationAttacks
What can an attacker who has access to an adaptive application do on the application? She can do
a denial of service attack, provide illegitimate service, and request services on behalf of the
application.
T 1.7 testARAAccess
This test simulates if access to ARA (library interfaces) is possible from having access to an adaptive
application. At the same time, she can make a denial of service. However, she can’t make an
information leak and message injection attacks.
T 1.8 testFCAccessIAMAuth
Test validation is made on IAM authentication related to an adaptive application, by which an
attacker who gets access to an adaptive application can request access to the lower layer
functionalities. Then, a functional cluster sends an authentication request to the IAM. Finally, the
IAM authenticates the AA’s request and return the result to the FC.

21
22

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/tree/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang
https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreAdaptiveApplicationTest.java
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T 1.9 testFCAccess
Tests if access to the FC from AA access attack point is possible.
T 1.10 testDataAccess
Tests data access possibilities from AA access attack point.
T 1.11 testDoSFromShutdown
Tests if DoS attack can be made from AA shutdown attack point.
T 1.12 testDoSFromAccess
Tests if DoS attack can be made from AA access attack point.

Test case 2) Core ARA 23
In this test case, there are seven tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testARAAccess
Tests if ARA access is possible after attackers connect to it and authenticate themselves.
T 1.2 testARAAccess2
Tests if ARA access is possible after attackers bypass access control.
T 1.3 testARAAttacks
Tests ARA attacks after attackers get ARA access.
T 1.4 testInforamtionRead
Tests if it is possible to read information passing through ARA after attackers compromise the
ARA.
T 1.5 testDataDenyAccessViaUserApplication
It tests if deny access to data is possible from ARA denial of service attack point. An attacker
who deploys a denial of service attack on ARA can deny services to the user application, then
deny access to data.
T 1.6 testUserApplicationDoSViaOtherUserApp
Tests how an attacker who gets ARA denial of service attack point can make denial of service
attack on user application, say app1, via another user application, say app2.
T 1.7 testUserApplicationDoS

23

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreARATest.java
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It tests if denial of service to a user application is possible from ARA denial of service attack
point. An attacker who deploys a denial of service attack on ARA can make denial of service
attack on other user applications.

Test case 3) Core Operating System 24
In this test case, there are ten tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testOperatingSystemAccess
Tests if access to the operating system is possible from connection and authentication attack
steps.
T 1.2 testOperatingSystemAccess2
Tests if access to the operating system is possible after attackers bypassed access control.
T 1.3 testOperatingSystemAttacks
Tests possible attacks that attackers can deploy against the operating system from access
attack point.
T 1.4 testOperatingSystemAttacksByMalware
It tests possible attacks on the platform from an attacker who installs malware program on
the operating system.
T 1.5 testDataRWD
Can an attacker read, write, and delete processing data from operating system access attack
point? The test case claims that it is possible from OS access to data injection and denial of
service attacks, then to data read/write/delete.
T 1.6 testInformationWRD
If attackers reach data read, write, and delete attack steps (see T 1.5 of this test case), they
can read, write, and delete information.
T 1.7 testInformationRead
Can an attacker read information from OS information leak attack point? It is tested in this
test.
T 1.8 testAccountCompromise
Can attackers compromise accounts from OS access attack point? It is tested in this test.
T 1.9 testAdaptivePlatformDoS

24

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreOperatingSystemTest.java
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An attacker who gets access to the OS can make denial of service attack against it then make
denial of service attack on the underlying adaptive platform.
T 1.10 testAdaptiveMachineDoS
Like T 1.9 of this test case except that the DoS attack is on the adaptive machine, here.
T 1.11 testOSConditionally
It tests if an attacker who gets access to the OS can install malware when anti-malware
program is running or make a memory corruption attack when protected runtime
environment is secured.

Test case 4) Core IAM 25
In this test case, there are eight tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testIAMAccess
Tests if access to the IAM is possible from connection and authentication attack steps.
T 1.2 testIAMAccess2
Tests if access to the IAM is possible after attackers bypassed access control.
T 1.3 testIAMAttacks
Tests possible attacks that attackers can deploy against the IAM from access attack point.
T 1.4 testManifestRead
Tests manifest read from IAM access attack point.
T 1.5 testFCAuthenticateViaManifestRead
Attackers who get access to the IAM can authenticate access requests to the FC after manifest
read attack step.
T 1.6 testFCBypassAccessControl
Tests if access requests to the FC can be bypassed from IAM access attack point.
T 1.7 testInformationReadViaManifest
This test is the continuation of T 1.4 of this test case. Once an attacker read a manifest, she
can read the associated information.
T 1.8 testDataAttack

25

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreIAMTest.java
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It tests if an attacker who gets access to the IAM can attack data. The test case uses IAM
access attack point, then IAM DoS and IAM circumvent PDP attack steps to deny access or
make an access request to data.

Test case 5) Core CryptoStack 26
In this test case, there are seven tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testCryptoStackAccess
Tests if access to the CryptoStack is possible from connection and authentication attack steps.
T 1.2 testCryptoStackAccess2
Tests if access to the CryptoStack is possible after attackers bypassed access control.
T 1.3 testCryptoStackttacks
Tests possible attacks that attackers can deploy against the CryptoStack from access attack
point.
T 1.4 testIAMReqAuthViaCryptoStack
Tests if authentication request to the IAM is reachable from CryptoStack access attack point.
T 1.5 testKeysReadViaCryptoStack
Tests if an attacker can read keys after she gets access to the CryptoStack.
T 1.6 testEncDataDenyAccess
“What happens if the CryptoStack service is denied?” is tested here.
T 1.7 testEncDataRWViaCryptoStack
Can an attacker read or write encrypted data after she gets access to the CryptoStack? It is
tested here.

Test case 6) Core ECU 27
In this test case, there are seventeen tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testECUAccess
In this test, if access to the ECU is possible after access control is bypassed is tested and
successfully reached.
T 1.2 testECUAttacksFromAccess

26
27

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreCryptoStackTest.java
https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreEcuTest.java
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In this test, what can an attacker having access to ECU do on it, is tested and she can change
ECU’s operation mode, bypass message confliction, and inject wake up message, but not
upload firmware as expected.
T 1.3 testECUAttacksFromConnect
Once an attacker is connected to an ECU, she can attempt change operation and bypass
message confliction with effort.
T 1.4 testBusNetAttacks
Can an attacker who gets access to ECUs and upload malicious firmware be able to make
attacks on the connected bus network?
T 1.5 testDataflowDoSViaBusNetDoS
In this test, a test is placed to make a data flow denial of service attack from ECU access
through bus network denial of service.
T 1.6 testDataDeleteViaBusNetDoSThenDataflowDoS
It tests if data deletion is possible for an attacker with ECU access attack step. And, thus, it
was found to be possible through a denial of service on the bus network that the ECU
connected, then denial of service on the data flow that passes through the bus network.
T 1.7 testDataDeleteViaBusNetDoSThenDataflowDoSThenDataDelete
Tests if data deletion is possible from ECU access, Bus network DoS, then data flow DoS.
T 1.8 testDataDenyAccess
Tests if denial of service on ECU can deny data access.
T 1.9 testSoftwareConnect
Tests if an attacker can connect from ECU access attack point.
T 1.10 testSoftwareDoS
Tests if an attacker can make DoS attack on the executing software from ECU DoS attack point.
T 1.11 testDataDenyAccessViaSoftwareDoS
From T 1.10 of this test case, can an attacker deny access to the associated data?
T 1.12 testVulnerabilityExploit
Tests if vulnerability exploitation is possible from ECU access attack point.
T 1.13 testAccountCompromise
Tests if account compromise is possible from ECU access or connect attack points.
T 1.14 testAccountCompromiseViaVulnThenAccount
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Tests if account compromise is possible from ECU access attack point through vulnerability
exploitation.
T 1.15 testDataAnyAccountRWDViaVulnThenAccount
Tests if data attack is possible from ECU access attack point through vulnerability exploitation
then account compromise.
T 1.16 testMachineAuthenticationViaVulnThenAccount
Tests if machine authentication is possible from ECU access attack point through vulnerability
exploitation then account compromise.
T 1.17 testDataRequestAccess
Tests if data access request is possible from ECU access attack point.

Test case 7) Core Ethernet Network 28
In this test case, there are eleven tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testEthernetNetworkAttacks
Validates if an attacker who gets physical access to the Ethernet network can make attacks
on it. Taking access to the Ethernet network as an attack point, each attack on the Ethernet
network is tested.
T 1.2 testEthernetNetworkAttacks2
Tests possible attacks that an attacker can do by shutting down the Ethernet network.
T 1.3 testRouterAttacks
Validates router attacks from an attacker who get access to the Ethernet network and acting
as man-in-the-middle.
T 1.4 testDataflowAttacks
Validates data flow attacks from an attacker who gets access to the Ethernet network and
acting as a man-in-the-middle.
T 1.5 testDataRWDViaDataflow
If data flow in T 1.4 of this test case is attacked, can the attacker make further attacks on the
data?
T 1.6 testNetworkServiceConnect

28

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreEthernetNetworkTest.java
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Once an attacker gets access to the Ethernet network, can she connect to the network
services running?
T 1.7 testVulnExploitViaNetworkService
Is that easy for an attacker to exploit vulnerabilities If she can connect to the network service
as seen in T 1.6 of this test?
T 1.8 testAccountCompromiseViaNetworkService
Is that easy for an attacker to compromise accounts If she can connect to the network service
as seen in T 1.6 of this test?
T 1.9 testSwitchAttacks
What possible switch attacks can be made from an attacker who gets access to a switch?
T 1.10 testECUConnect
Can an attacker connect to ECUs if she gets access to the Ethernet network and Ethernet
switch?
T 1.11 testEthernetNetworkConditionally
What possible attacks can be protected on the Ethernet network if defense mechanisms such
as sARP, IDPS, limiting MAC addresses, and message authentication are enforced?

Test case 8) Core Bus Network 29
In this test case, there are ten tests in total, each of them does their own test as follows:
T 1.1 testBusNetworkAttacks
Bus network attacks from bus physical access.
T 1.2 testBusNetworkAttacks2
Bus network attacks from bus access.
T 1.3 testECUConnect
It tests if it is possible to connect to ECUs and change operation mode for attackers who get
access to the bus network.
T 1.4 testECUBatteryDrain
Tests if battery drain attack on ECUs is possible from bus network wake up message injection.
T 1.5 testRouterAttacks

29

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/CoreBusNetworkTest.java
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Can an attacker who has access to bus network and acting as man-in-the-middle attack
routers? It is tested in this test.
T 1.6 testDataflowAttacks
It tests if an attacker acts as man-in-the-middle on the bus network can make an attack against
the data flow.
T 1.7 testDataRWDViaDataflow
It tests if an attacker acts as man-in-the-middle on the bus network can read, delete, and write
data on the data flow.
T 1.8 testNetworkServiceConnect
Tests if it is possible to connect to the network services after getting access to the bus
network. Attackers connect to the network service as expected.
T 1.9 testVulnExploitViaNetworkService
Assume an attacker has access to the bus network, can she exploit vulnerabilities by
connecting to the network services? However, the test does not exploit vulnerabilities.
T 1.10 testAccountCompromiseViaNetworkService
It tests if an attacker has access to bus network can compromise accounts after she connected
to the network services. However, it was not possible to compromise them.

Test case 9) AUTOSARLang General Tests 30
T 1.1 testInVehicleNetworks
See description in § 6.4.1
T 1.2 testNetworkedAAsAttacks
See description in § 6.4.2
T 1.3 testAttacksFromEthernetNetwork
See description in § 6.4.3

30

https://github.com/pontusj101/autosarLang/blob/master/src/test/java/AUTOSARLang/AUTOSARLangTest.java
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